“Law is the bridge between scientific knowledge and political action.”

“The earth was designed as the permanent abode of man through ceaseless generations. Each generation, as it appears upon the scene, is entitled only to use the fair inheritance. It is against the law of nature that any waste should be committed to the disadvantage of succeeding tenants. ... That one generation may not only consume or destroy the annual increase of products of the earth, but the stock also, thus leaving an inadequate provision for the multitude of successors which it brings to life, is a notion so repugnant to reason as scarcely to need formal refutation.”

Commentary

1. Introduction

It is beyond cavil that climate change poses grave and irreversible risks to mankind, other living species and nature. A preponderance of scientific evidence and opinion supports that fact; it suggests that the average global temperature should, at least, not exceed a threshold of 2 degrees Celsius above the pre-industrial level (hereinafter also referred to as the two-degree threshold).

---

1 Sultan Azlan Shah, The New Millennium: Challenges and Responsibilities, lecture to Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, 23 August 1997, quoted by Lord Carnwath, Environmental law in a global society, lecture given at Kuala Lumpur on 9 October 2014; can be downloaded from the website of the Supreme Court (of the UK). At the end of his presentation, Lord Carnwath concluded as follows: “(...) we have built up for ourselves and our fellow creatures environmental problems of an unprecedented scale and complexity. One cause for hope is that unlike those other civilisations we have the understanding or the means of understanding what is happening, and what we could do about it. On the science there is a remarkable degree of consensus. The problem is to translate that understanding into political action. Here above all we may find ourselves looking to the law to provide a bridge, and to the judges to offer at least some of the building blocks.”


4 See, f.i., Michael B. Gerrard, in Michael B. Gerrard and Jody Freeman (eds.), Global Climate Change and U.S. Law (2nd ed. 2014) p. 5: “approximately 97% of the scientists working on climate change research agree that the earth is warming and that greenhouse gas emissions are the principal cause” and “virtually every other [than the U.S.] major nation in the world (and many smaller nations) have joined in declarations that human activities are having an adverse impact on the global climate.”
The globally averaged mole fractions of greenhouse gases have reached new heights in 2013. The atmospheric increase of CO2 from 2012 to 2013 is the largest year-to-year change from 1984 to 2013.\(^5\) PwC (Price Waterhouse Cooper) warns that at current rates of decarbonisation\(^6\) of 0.9%, “we would be heading towards the worst projected scenario of the IPCC, leading to a significant chance of exceeding 4 (degrees) Celsius of warming”\(^7\). The World Bank is even more pessimistic:

“(…) the likelihood of 4 (degrees) C warming being reached or exceeded this century has increased, in the absence of near-term actions and further commitments to reduce emissions. The report reaffirms the International Energy Agency’s 2012 assessment that in the absence of further mitigation action there is a 40 percent chance of warming exceeding 4 (degrees) C by 2100 and a 10 percent chance of it exceeding 5 (degrees) C in the same period. The 4 (degrees) C scenario does not suggest that global mean temperatures would stabilize at this level; rather, emission scenarios leading to such warming would very likely lead to further increases in both temperature and sea-level during the 22\(^{nd}\) century.”\(^8\)

Referring to the IPCC, the 2014 version of the World Bank report points to “much higher warming levels exceeding 6\(\circ\) C or more in the long term.”\(^9\) It points to a series of extreme events occurring since the 1960s.\(^10\)

Climate change, if allowed to continue, will have disastrous consequences for life on earth generally. It will cause enormous harm for very large numbers of people. That is supported by the same scientific evidence and opinion. These sources also suggest that there is a limited amount of time within which measures to avoid passing the two-degree threshold can adequately be taken – i.e., that there is an urgent need to take


\(^{6}\) The term decarbonisation is a used in the PWC report.

\(^{7}\) PwC, Two degrees of separation: ambition and reality, Low Carbon Economy Index, September 2014 p. 3.

\(^{8}\) Turn Down the Heat, Climate Extremes, Regional Impacts and the Case for Resilience, report 78424 , June 2013, p. xv. Interestingly, the message in the updated report of 2014 (nr. 92704 v2) is more concise. The figures are still the same; e.g., the last paragraph has been deleted (p. xviii; see also p. 5).

\(^{9}\) O.c. p. 1.

\(^{10}\) O.c. (2014) p. 8 ff.
these measures. Finally, these sources agree that countervailing measures are feasible, and at costs that would not be prohibitive to the relevant parties.11

World leaders, international institutions and, increasingly, business leaders have, clearly and loudly, expressed serious concern.12 Several pledges have been made to the effect that steps must be taken to secure that the world’s mean temperature does not pass the two-degree threshold. This stance has continuously been taken, despite the reservations of the small number of dissenting climate scientists and of sceptics.

Despite the laudable pledges by leading politicians around the globe and a series of urgent calls made by prestigious international organisations, political actions do not keep pace with these promises and calls; they fall short of doing the minimum necessary to avoid that the two-degree threshold will be passed.13 As things stand right now, there is not much reason to believe that politicians will be able to strike compromises to the extent needed in time. This regrettable state of affairs serves as an incentive, if not imperative, to explore potentially promising avenues to stem the tide.

The swiftly emerging unease and, in some instances, understandable anger have served as a stimulus for a series of international institutions, countries, politicians, business leaders, non-governmental organisations and major investors to sound the alarm and,

12 E.g., Decision 1/CP.19 (Warsaw COP-meeting), “serious concern” and “unprecedented changes”, “substantial and sustained reductions” are required; see also ICC’s (International Chamber of Commerce) Commission on Environment and Energy, Trade and Climate change; industry is particularly concerned about unilateral trade-related measures disturbing the level playing field; see iccwbo.org website. See also Ceres, Insurer Climate Risk, Disclosure, Survey Report & Scoreboard: 2014 Findings and Recommendations, www.ceres.org/Resources>Reports.
13 That is widely acknowledged; see e.g. Decision 1/CP.19: “Underlining the significant gap between the aggregate effect of Parties’ mitigation pledges in terms of annual emissions of greenhouse gases by 2020 and aggregate emission pathways consistent with having a likely chance of holding the increase in global average temperature below 2 o or 1.5 C above the pre-industrial levels”. Thus, also, Decision -/CP.20 (Advance unedited version) p. 1: “Noting with grave concern the significant gap between the aggregate effect of Parties’ mitigation pledges in terms of global annual emissions of greenhouse gases by 2020 and aggregate emission pathways consistent with having a likely chance of holding the increase in global average temperature below 2 [degrees] C or 1.5 [degrees] C above pre-industrial levels”.
to a lesser extent, to take action. So far, most steps taken or considered by governments fall short of what is needed: major reductions of GHG emissions.

There is an increasingly intense debate about legal aspects of climate change. Armies of academics, some members of the judiciary, and practising lawyers have paid attention to a myriad of legal issues in relation to climate change. Part of this debate is about the question whether climate change is an issue under international law, human rights law, national environmental law and, to a lesser extent, tort law. Ever more leading academics answer this question in the affirmative.

Naturally, there is much that can still be described as uncharted territory. In particular, there is one core question that requires answering: what are the respective legal obligations of States and enterprises to reduce their GHG emissions? So long as one cannot determine what must be done by each respective player, the law can only play a limited role. Our group has tried to fill this gap.

We believe that prevention should be our first and foremost focus. If we cannot tame the hydra, catastrophe will set in, catastrophes that can still largely be avoided.

---

14 According to Steven J Davis and Robert H Socolow, Commitment accounting of CO2 emissions, Environmental Research Letters 9 (2014) p. 1ff: more attention were to be paid to future emissions related to new capital investments.

15 The tone of the debate has changed. In November 2007, representatives of the Small Island States issued the “Male’ Declaration on the Human Dimension of Global Climate Change. They “solemnly” submitted a few “requests”. Since then the debate has become more heated. Many – predominantly the most vulnerable countries – are very frustrated about the pace of progress in the international arena; they are increasingly exploring legal strategies.

16 This is not to say that the debate is meaningless; a series of procedural obligations come into play. But the latter will be much more effective if substantive obligations are sufficiently clear. By way of example: impact assessments are undoubtedly useful, but it is quite a challenge to carry them out as long as the legal obligations of the player are up in the clouds. That is not to suggest that they are useless. Even if the legal obligations of a specific enterprise are unknown, it remains possible to determine whether or not it applies “best practices” and/or is energy-efficient to the extent feasible.

17 The outcome of the latest COP meeting in Lima opts for a slightly different approach, i.e., addressing in “a balanced manner, inter alia, mitigation, adaptation, finance, technology development and transfer, and capacity building, and transparency of action and support” (Decision -/CP.20, Advance unedited version supra 2 p. 1).
We realise, of course, that our submissions could and will be challenged. There may be alternative methods of determining the obligations of the respective players. Countries could strike compromises in international agreements, thus allocating the obligations in different ways. It can only be hoped that politicians will forgo the present lethargy. International agreement(s) would be the best solution if and to the extent they are sufficient to avoid that the fatal threshold will be passed. Until that happens, reliance on other sources or areas of law is unavoidable. These sources are imperfect when it comes to answering the question, what has to be done by whom and why that is the case. But their ability to form a sound foundation for concrete obligations to avert the dangers of climate change should also not be underestimated.

Given that our focus is on prevention, we do not express a view on other important issues, such as adaptation, damages and climate change refugees.\(^\text{19}\)

Leading academics have pointed to a series of potential obstacles to litigating climate change cases.\(^\text{20}\) The three most obvious obstacles are probably that most individual states and enterprises make only minimal contributions to the global threat,\(^\text{21}\) the “political question argument” (for practical purposes, the unwillingness of judges to deal with the matter and their deference to elected officials) and lack of (adequate)

\(^{18}\) See, for a similar view, IFC (part of the World Bank Group), IFC Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability, p. 6. The ILA draft (Legal Principles relating to Climate Change, Washington Conference 2014) places some emphasis on prevention; see f.i. Commentary to art. 2 supra 3, art. 3 para 2 and 5, art. 4 para 3, Commentary to art. 5 supra 8 and to art. 7A supra 4 and 5. But ILA does not take a bold stance: it observes that art. 7A does not express a priority, “although, where possible, mitigation should take priority” (idem supra 8). See also Art. 13 ILC Resolution on responsibility and liability under international law for environmental damages and Philippe Sands and Jacqueline Peel, Principles of International International Law, 3\(^{rd}\). ed (2012) p. 277, pointing to the UNFCC Convention.

\(^{19}\) As to the former two, opinions are rather divided among the members of our group. See, for a series of climate change issues: Oliver C. Ruppel, Christian Roschmann and Katharina Ruppe-Schlichting (eds.), Climate Change: International Law and Global Governance.

\(^{20}\) See e.g. D.A. Kysar, What Climate Change Can Do about Tort Law,\textsf{http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/fss_papers/3849}.

\(^{21}\) That is a causation and a wrongfulness issue; the latter will be discussed below.
obligations or targets set by international conventions or perhaps even national legislation. These issues and a series of other potential hurdles need to be addressed if a credible picture of the enforceable legal obligations of the respective players is to be provided. With the exception of minimal causation, we do not tackle these issues. However, we believe that the mere setting out of a solid footing for the definition of legal obligations of States, enterprises and other actors in the field of climate change can serve a useful purpose, regardless of whether the obligations defined can be enforced by remedies, such as injunctions, issued by courts.

We realise, of course, that our Principles are, in the short-run, quite demanding for States and enterprises. The obligations embedded in our Principles go well beyond the international “consensus”. Unlike the present reductions by most countries and enterprises, they are in line with the almost commonly accepted view that we must avoid the passing of the dangerous two-degree threshold. When a long-run perspective is taken, it can be tenably argued that the cost of immediate action will be considerably lower than the cost of mitigation and adaption if we carry on with business as usual.

We sincerely hope that our Principles will contribute to a solution to the greatest challenge and threat for mankind in living memory.

We have acknowledged the most useful work of the ILA. Its Draft Principles aim to “provide considerations that decision-makers must take into account.” The same goes for our Principles. If “decision-makers” (political leaders, governmental agencies

---

22 See, for a crystal clear and concise overview, Michael Gerrard, What Litigation of a Climate Nuisance Suit Might Look Like, YLSO Essay 13 September 2011; see also Jaap Spier, Shaping the Law for global crises pp. 163ff. and in Jaap Spier and Ulrich Magnus (eds.), Climate change remedies, p. 10ff. and 96/97.


24 Even an increase of 2 degrees Celsius in global temperatures entails major risks; see in more detail IDDRI, pathways to deep carbonization p. 3.

25 O.c. commentary to Art. 2 supra 1.
and business leaders) fail to comply with their obligations as described, they could serve as a basis for legal enforcement by means of injunctive relief. Furthermore, these principles are intended to also serve as guidance to investors, supervisory institutions and auditors about steps that must be taken by enterprises.

After our meeting in Oslo, the IBA (International Bar Association) launched a most interesting report: Achieving Justice and Human Rights in an Era of Climate Disruption. Unlike our principles, the report emphasises adaptation and compensation, although it labels mitigation (including the planet’s capacity to absorb GHGs) as the “first strategy”. The IBA rightly observes that mitigation and adaptation raise justice issues. The IBA advocates strategies to make climate change obligations concrete, that is exactly the purpose of our principles.

In 2009 the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) issued an important report: Sharing the effort under a global carbon budget. WWF proposes three trajectories to come to grips with climate change. One of our core principles aligns with the WWF’s contraction and convergence submission. The WWF suggests the following: “as a first step, all countries agree on a path to future global emissions that leads to an agreed long-term stabilisation level for greenhouse gas concentrations (“contraction”). As a second step, the targets for individual countries are set in such a way that per capita emission allowances converge from the countries’ current level to a level equal for all countries within a given period (convergence). The convergence level is calculated at a level that resulting global emissions follow the agreed global emission path.”

The major difference between the WWF’s report and our principles is that the WWF still stressed the need for agreement among nation states. That would indeed be very

---

26 According to the acknowledgements, two of our members (John Knox and Michael Gerrard) have contributed to this report.
27 P. 4.
28 E.g. p. 8, 9, 26, 27, 118, 121 (but only “minimum core”) and 127.
29 Authors: Niklas Höhne and Sara Moltman.
30 O.c. p. 14 and 15. If we understand correctly, the WWF’s submission is based on reduction compared to 1990 levels (o.c. p. 5 and 11). Thus, it seemingly introduces (a kind of) historical obligation, at any rate as from 1990 onwards.
desirable, but in the short term it is almost certainly a mirage; it would already be a
giant step forward if the COP in Paris would result in any concrete agreement on
reduction of GHG emissions and if that agreement would be ratified by countries
around the globe. In our view, States are legally obliged to reduce their GHG
emissions, even if they do not conclude (further) international agreements or
conventions. Besides, our principles are much more detailed and provide a series of
additional obligations of a substantive and procedural nature. That said, we largely
endorse the WWF’s contraction and convergence approach.

2. The group and its working method
Thomas Pogge and Jaap Spier have taken the initiative to convene a group of
distinguished experts from various countries and diverse legal backgrounds to explore
whether it would be possible to determine the legal obligations of States and
enterprises as concretely as possible. The group has accepted the challenge; these
Principles are the fruit of its work.

The first meetings (The Hague, New York and London) were attended by Michael
Gerrard of the United States, Toon Huydecoper of The Netherlands, Michael Kirby of
Australia, Thomas Pogge of the United States, Dinah Shelton of the United States
(New York), Jim Silk of the United States, and Jaap Spier of The Netherlands, and
Philip Sutherland of South Africa (London and New York). At the second and third
meetings, drafts produced by Jaap Spier were discussed and were largely adopted with
the exception of duties of enterprises. The preamble is an abbreviated version of the
impressive and eloquent draft by Michael Kirby.

After the London meeting, the members of the group were keen to expand it. In
particular, the members wanted to extend membership to representatives from
countries that were not yet represented. At its meeting in Oslo, Antonio Benjamin of
Brazil, M.C. Mehta of India, Qin Tianbao of China and Jessica Simor of the U.K.
joined the group. The group had the privilege to benefit from the insights of the
Independent UN expert John Knox of the United States, who attended the first and the third meeting; John Knox is, however, not in a position to express a view on or support the principles. Due to personal circumstances, Elisabeth Steiner of Austria31 could not attend the meetings, but she expresses support for the principles.

On the basis of the discussions in London and an updated draft about obligations of enterprises by Michael Gerrard, the text of the principles has been amended. A commentary to the principles was drafted by Jaap Spier. Thomas Pogge and Philip Sutherland have suggested many improvements to the commentary which are incorporated in this draft. The updated draft and the principles related to enterprises were discussed in Oslo. The group has reached agreement on the obligations of States and, to some extent, also of enterprises. An updated draft has been circulated; the comments have been incorporated. This pre-final draft of the principles was subsequently edited by Jim Silk. The edited version and the updated commentary have again been distributed among the members. Michael Gerrard has submitted a series of suggestions and observations; these have been addressed by Jim Silk on the basis of comments by Philip Sutherland and Jaap Spier in the final draft, the present text. The amended text has been distributed among and was approved by the members.


Fiona Kinniburgh, a collaborator of Michael Gerrard, has drafted a most useful overview in relation to efficiency measures that could be taken; that report can be downloaded from http://web.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/microsites/climate-change/files/Publications/Students/Specific%20Measures%20to%20Combat%20Climate%20Change%20-%20Compilation_Final.pdf.

The meetings in The Hague, London (in part) and New York (in part) have received generous financial support from the Heinrich Böll Foundation; the meeting in London

31 She has been a member from the very beginning.
by the Dixon Poon School of Law, Kings College London; the meeting in Oslo from the Centre for the Study of Mind in Nature at the University of Oslo.

As already mentioned, the International Law Association is also in the process of drafting legal principles relating to climate change. Its admirable draft submits a series of highly important principles. There is some overlap between the ILA draft and ours, but both drafts primarily complement each other.

The current text of the commentary includes minor edits made since its original release on March 30, 2015.

3.1 The core principles should be as clear as is reasonably possible

There is a heated debate about the allocation of the reduction burden. A major part of that discussion is fuelled by the common but differentiated responsibility debate; see below supra Principle 14. It is understandable that opinions on this subject diverge significantly.

In the extensive debate that has primarily taken place in the non-legal literature, a plethora of considerations that can be used to determine the allocation of reduction responsibilities has been bandied about. Most of them have merits. However, we believe that we should not unnecessarily complicate matters. Overly sophisticated formulas may be fair on paper, but unworkable in practice. First, many of the criteria are unavoidably vague; thus (national) courts and parties to the obligations would have too much manoeuvring room, which would create uncertainty and inequality.

32 To the best of our knowledge, the Washington version of 2014 is the ILA latest draft.
33 See, for further elaboration, inter alia: Shaping the law for global crises, o.c. p. 107ff.; Jaap Spier in Climate change remedies nr 1.4.6 and recently Humberto Llavador, John Roemer and Joaquim Silvestre, How to Allocate CO2 Emissions, YaleGlobal online, http://yaleglobal.edu/print/8691; Sumudu Atapattu, Climate change, Equity and Differentiated Responsibilities: Does the Present Climate Change Regime Favor Developing Countries?; the contributions to What next, Volume III/September 2012.
Secondly, the greater number of the factors that carry weight, the more the respective obligations will vary over time, as they will be dependent on ever-shifting consideration.

It follows that, to some extent, we cannot do without simplified criteria.

Nevertheless, the principles give special consideration to the special position of vulnerable countries (see Principles 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19b, 20, 21 and 23), despite making use of simplified criteria.

### 3.2 Per capita approach

We have adopted a “per capita approach”\(^{34}\) as a point of departure. This means that each human being is entitled to the same GHG emissions.\(^{35}\) There are several reasons for this position, predominantly:

* fairness: human beings are equal and it would be unfair to allocate diverging emission rights;\(^{36}\)

* it allows for the indirect accommodation of the level of “development” of a country as the economic development produces greater GHG emissions;

* it broadly accommodates the historical contributions of countries. As a matter of fact, most countries with small or relatively modest per capita GHG emissions at this time also did not emit much GHG in the past.\(^{37}\) Conversely and as a rule of thumb,

---

\(^{34}\) This approach is supported by, among many others, Felix Ekardt, Umweltverfassung und “Schutzpflichten”, NVwZ 2013, 1105 ff; Frédéric-Paul Piguet, La justice distributive face au risque de basculement climatique: quelle cohérence morale et épistémologique? See, in more detail, Shaping the law for global crises, o.c. p. 127ff. and in particular Peter Michael Lawrence, Justice for Future Generations: Climate Change and International Law, thesis Tilburg 2013 p. 107ff. and 210ff. with further references. Pathways to deep carbonization, advocates per capita emissions by 2050 as benchmark, o.c. p. 21 and 22. See also the Preamble of the UNFCCC Convention and Philippe Sands and Jacqueline Peel, Principles of International International Law, 3rd. ed (2012) p. 277

\(^{35}\) Naturally, the population of countries will be calculated on an annual basis; see Definitions 3 and 4.

\(^{36}\) See also the report by the Lowenstein Clinic, supra, the principle of equality.

\(^{37}\) There are exceptions to this rule, such as some OPEC countries.
countries with large per capita GHG emissions right now are mostly the major contributors to historical emissions;

* this approach allows countries with modest GHG emissions below the permissible level to increase their GHG emissions, within the boundaries mentioned in Principles 14 and 15;

* it can easily be “calculated”, unlike a formula based on a series of vague determinants.

We realise, of course, that use of per capita emissions does not necessarily do full justice to (all) vulnerable nations. We do not, for instance, deny that it is open to debate whether it fully, or even sufficiently, copes with the diverging GHG emissions in the past. So far, the debate about “historical contributions” has been rather vague and undetermined. We have been unable to glean more specific legal principles and rules from the law, including international instruments, case law and well-established legal concepts. It follows, we think, that it is hardly possible to determine the legal impact of GHG emissions in the past.

---

38 See, on this and related topics, Equitable access to sustainable development, Contribution to the body of scientific knowledge, a paper by experts from BASIC countries, drafted by Harald Winkler, T. Jayaraman, Jiahua Pan, Adriano Santhiago de Oliveira, Yongsheng Zhang, Girish Sant, Jose Domingos Gonzalez Miguez, Thapelo Lelete, Andrew Marquard and Stefan Raubenheimer.

39 All the more so as the scene has changed; e.g., several very wealthy countries in the Middle East have become major emitters; see Richard Heede, Tracing anthropogenic carbon dioxide and methane emissions to fossil fuel and cement producers, 1854-2000, Springerlink.com. Others have struggled with the same difficulty; thus, e.g., Xosila Ngwadla and Lavanya Rajamani, Operationalising an equity reference framework in the climate change regime, Legal and technical perspectives. They rightly observe that “the choice of period under consideration can lead to significant changes in responsibility”; they do not make a choice (p. 19 and footnote 34). See also WBGU, Solving the climate dilemma: The budget approach (2009) p. 25.

40 The ILA draft and the commentary thereto go into quite some detail in relation to the common but differentiated responsibilities (article 5, particularly para 3). The impressive commentary seems to underscore our view that there is no sound legal basis for more concrete submissions. See also Shaping the law for global crises, o.c. p. 110ff.; Climate change remedies p. 43ff and Benito Müller, Niklas Höhne and Christian Ellermann, Differentiating (Historic) Responsibilities for Climate Change; Jonathan Pickering, Steve Vanderheiden and Seumas Müller, “If Equity’s In, We’re Out”: Scope for Fairness in the Next Global Climate Agreement; Lukas H. Meyer and Dominic Roser, Distributive Justice and Climate Change.
We appreciate the debate about historical contributions and the other factors mentioned in Principle 16. We could imagine that a more subtle approach, based on a series of relevant factors, might do more justice in specific instances. But we believe some sophistication has to be traded off against certainty. A formula entirely or predominantly based on open or vague criteria will not work; it will unnecessarily complicate things. Such a formula would be a stumbling block for global solutions and, by the same token, also for the protection of the most vulnerable countries: if we opt for solutions that will not work because they do not point to sufficiently clear and operable reduction obligations, the entire globe would be worse off. For these reasons, we do not explicitly provide for the lowering of obligations of countries with limited GHG emissions in the past. It also is difficult to discern a legal basis upon which historical contributions can be accommodated more directly. Yet, the principles provide some flexibility to reach fair and equitable results in concrete cases; see Principles 16, and also 9, 21 and 23.

Although we do not find a clear legal basis for greater protection to countries that have made small historical contributions to global emissions, we would nevertheless welcome any attempts by international treaties to further restrict the obligations of these countries. Nevertheless, such restrictions should be allowed only by concomitant increases in the obligations of others.

The per capita approach does not yet answer the question how to allocate the reduction burden among countries, but it lays the basis for making such a determination. In our submission, the reductions needed in line with Principle 6 have to be achieved by countries with GHG emissions above the permissible level as defined in Principle 3. If below permissible quantum countries as defined in Principle 4 would also have to bear part of the reduction burden at their own expense, the per capita approach would be undermined.

With a few possible exceptions, such as “developed countries” largely depending on nuclear energy, below permissible quantum countries do not bear a relevant historical responsibility for the impending crisis. Besides, a major part of the population of many of these countries is very poor. It would be unfair to require reductions from those countries, unless these reductions do not impose more than a minimal financial burden or are financed by others. We realise that “minimal” is rather vague. Its meaning has to be determined on the basis of all relevant factors of the case in point.

4. Legal basis for far-reaching reduction requirements

4.1 An amalgamation of legal sources

So far, the legal debate about legal duties to mitigate climate change has taken place in the following areas: human rights, international, constitutional, environmental and, to a lesser extent, tort law.

A sound legal underpinning, based on international law, would obviously entail many advantages: it “applies” world-wide or, at least, in major regions, it has – at least on paper – a higher status than national law, and it may be easier to enforce, at least in theory. International law – encompassing human rights law – provides a rather strong basis for the submission that steps must be taken to avoid the passing of the fatal threshold: Principles 6 and 13. Unfortunately, it does not provide sufficiently precise guidance as to the concrete obligations of individual countries. To achieve that, reliance on other areas of law is necessary.41

In our view, only an amalgamation of legal sources can provide a sufficiently sound underpinning for our principles; international law, legislation, case law and doctrine from these sources reinforce one another. We cannot yet support our principles with references to judicial precedents. That may be problematic in countries that are heavily dependent on judicial precedents. But even in these countries, the law has developed over time and judges have been creative to map ways to meet other urgent demands of society. One can still make use of established legal principles and concepts. Our principles are aimed at contributing towards the establishment of precedents on the

41 See for a similar view IBA report, o.c. p. 5 and 66.
basis of doctrine and principles; if we were to wait for judicial precedents, we will be too late.

4.2 International law and human rights
The ILA draft points to a well-established principle of customary international environmental law to avoid significant trans-boundary harm.42 A report commissioned by the group and written by Ben Farkas, Allana Kembabazi and Stephanie Safdi,43 Obligations of States and Enterprises to Respond to the Threat of Climate Change, gives detailed consideration to a series of human rights and other aspects of international law. Below we will quote their major findings;44 the updated full report can be downloaded
http://www.law.yale.edu/Climate_and_Human_Rights__Memo.Final.pdf.45

The UN Human Rights Council has acknowledged that human rights obligations of States related to trans-boundary environmental harm need to be clarified.46 Over the last years, there has been an intensive debate about the relationship between human rights and climate change.47 The Independent UN Expert John Knox has convincingly demonstrated that climate change is not only a human rights issue, but that human

42 See in more detail the Commentary to Art. 7 supra 4 and 5, with further references and Mapping report, o.c. A/HRC/25/53 p. 17 ff.
43 Allard K. Lowenstein International Human Rights Clinic (Yale Law School).
44 The quotation is based on the version as it stood at the time of drafting.
45 This most valuable report has been a rich source of inspiration. The report addresses climate change from a much broader angle than our principles; i.e., it is also about adaptation and damages, issues our group does not tackle, given our emphasis on prevention. Besides, it puts quite some emphasis on the rights of special groups of vulnerable people (women and children included and, by the same token, the majority of the world’s population). Some members of the group adhere to different views on quite a few issues, in particular in relation to compensation duties and the seemingly advocated additional reduction duties in relation to – inter alia – future generations, women, children and indigenous people, discussed by the Lowenstein Clinic, but all of us agree that they did a most impressive job.
rights also provide an underpinning for quite a few important legal obligations, be it primarily of a procedural nature.\textsuperscript{48} The same goes for the “no harm rule” of international law.\textsuperscript{49} It is true that these sources do, or at least may, not (yet) point to very \textit{concrete} obligations of the respective States\textsuperscript{50} and, to the extent human rights and international law also have some horizontal effect, enterprises. But they reinforce and support the view that major harm to others (neighbouring countries and their citizens included) must be avoided. Indeed, international law cannot be relevant only to \textit{relatively} unimportant – and at times even trivial – issues. It must play a role in relation to the most serious challenge to humankind in living memory. So, in case of doubt, we believe that it should be interpreted extensively.

\textbf{4.3 The human rights dimension}

According to the Lowenstein Clinic, the “Principle of Human Dignity” is vital in the human rights debate.\textsuperscript{51} States have a stringent duty to respect, protect, and fulfil human dignity, which requires that they act urgently to mitigate climate change. States must take necessary measures in response to climate change in order to maximally respect, protect, and advance human dignity. They elaborate as follows:\textsuperscript{52}

\begin{quote}
“The central place of the concept of dignity in the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights has contributed to the establishment of the concept as a core value throughout international and regional human rights law.\textsuperscript{53} Corresponding with the adoption of the Universal Declaration at the end
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[48] See the Mapping report mentioned in the previous footnote; see also, e.g., Sébastien Jodoin & Katherine Lofts (eds.), Economic, Social & Cultural Rights and Climate Change.
\item[49] See Malcolm N. Shaw, International Law (6\textsuperscript{th} ed.), p. 851 ff.
\item[50] See, for a similar view, IBA report, o.c. p. 5.
\item[51] In art. 2:202 para 2 PETL, human dignity ranks third, after life and bodily and mental integrity.
\item[52] The numbering of the footnotes has changed due to incorporation in our text.
\item[53] See, e.g., Charter of the United Nations, 26 June 1945, 59 Stat 1031, UNTS 993, preamble (determining to “reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person…”); Universal Declaration of Human Rights, GA Res 217A (III), UN Doc A/810, at preamble (1948) (“[w]hereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world ...”); Charter of Fundamental Rights for the European Union, at chp. 1., art. 1 ( “Human dignity is inviolable. It must be respected and protected.”); McCruden
\end{footnotes}
of WWII, Germany enshrined dignity as the foundational principle of its new constitution, and many nations have since followed suit. As international and national courts begin to engage with climate change-related issues, they have begun to invoke dignity as a source of governmental constraints and affirmative duties. Dignity is a particularly powerful lens through which to view the human consequences of climate change because it provides a fabric that unifies the full panoply of human rights that climate change will compromise. (..)

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights relies on the concept of dignity as a core human value. In adopting the Declaration, States began to engage in the project of creating a universal system of agreed-upon human rights. Dignity helped to provide a common value that States could embrace and connect to their own legal traditions. From that point of departure, the concept of dignity has become established as a foundation for the binding human rights obligations embedded in subsequent treaties and domestic constitutional law. The International Covenants on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and on Civil and Political Rights extended dignity’s foundational role, establishing the inherent dignity of the human person as the source from which all other human rights derive. All major UN conventions have since included the concept of dignity in their preambles or their substantive provisions. As the international
community has developed new human rights instruments in areas such as indigenous and cultural rights, their drafters have connected these rights to the protection and advancement of human dignity. \textsuperscript{59} Regional human rights instruments and many post-WWII constitutions have adopted dignity as their “central organizing principle,” giving the concept local meaning and force. \textsuperscript{60} Dignity plays a prominent role, for instance, in the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, the American Convention on Human Rights, the Revised Arab Charter on Human Rights, the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, and the European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights. Article I of the German Basic Law begins with the statement, “Human dignity shall be inviolable. To respect and protect it shall be the duty of all state authority.” \textsuperscript{61} Similarly, Chapter I of the South African Constitution inscribes “human dignity” as the first value upon which the democratic State is founded. Many constitutions protect dignity as a fundamental right itself. The South African Constitution places the right of “[e]veryone . . . to have their dignity respected and protected” ahead of the right to life. \textsuperscript{62} Regional and domestic courts have given force to these provisions by finding that a wide range of State actions and omissions violate the right to dignity.

Courts have interpreted dignity to require States to refrain from infringing on other fundamental rights, such as liberty and equality, and to take positive steps to fulfil socioeconomic rights. (…)

In a 2005 case, the Federal Court of Nigeria found that protecting the fundamental right to dignity required the State to enjoin gas flaring by the Shell Petroleum Development Company in the Niger Delta. The Court found that the “massive, relentless, and continuous gas flaring” in the production of crude oil and petroleum products “contributes to adverse climate change as it emits

Torture, the Convention on Rights of the Child, and Conventions regarding the Rights of Migrant Workers, Protection Against Forced Disappearance, and the Rights of Disabled Persons. See also, the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, A/Conf.157/23 (1993) (referring to dignity in its preamble and in relation to several substantive provisions, including those referring to the treatment of indigenous peoples and the eradication of extreme poverty).


\textsuperscript{60} McCrudden, supra note, at 671.

\textsuperscript{61} Grundgesetz, art. 1, para. 1.

\textsuperscript{62} See, chp. 2, sec. 10. See also, Colombia Constitution tit. I, art. 21, guaranteeing the “right to dignity.”
carbon dioxide and methane.” The “warming of the environment” that results, combined with the direct environmental effects of the localized pollution, impairs the community’s health and jeopardizes their food and water sources. The Court declared that the Nigerian “constitutional guarantee of right to life and dignity . . . includes the right to a clean, poison-free and pollution-free air and healthy environment conducive for human beings to reside in for our development and full enjoyment of life.” Finding that these rights “are being wantonly violated,” the Court enjoined all further gas flaring in the area and instructed the government that regulations that allow for such gas flaring are unconstitutional. The case provides a pathway for other constitutional courts to similarly enforce the right to dignity in order to curtail greenhouse gas emissions.

Regional courts have also invoked the right to dignity to prevent environmental degradation (...). The Inter-American Commission of Human Rights has invoked human dignity in enjoining both Nicaragua and Belize from granting logging concessions that violated indigenous communities’ physical and cultural survival and exacerbated environmental damage to their property. Although dismissed, the Inuit Petition to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights articulated climate change as a threat to dignity, particularly through the threats that it poses to indigenous property rights and cultural integrity. The judicial recognition of the relationship of dignity to environmental protection suggest that dignity may play an important role going forward in shaping the duty of States and non-State actors with regards to climate change mitigation (...).

---

64 Id. at para. 7(c).
65 Id. at para. 14.
66 Idem.
Though it has not yet been invoked in relation to climate change, the notion of “vida digna” in the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights could provide teeth to States’ climate change-related obligations. The Court has interpreted the “right to life,” protected by Article I of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, to encompass the right to live a “vida digna,” or a dignified life. The right to a “vida digna,” in the Court’s conception, “obligates the State to generate living conditions that are at least ‘minimum living conditions that are compatible with the dignity of the human person.’” “Vida digna” imposes both positive and negative obligations on the State. It requires States to “take positive, concrete measures geared toward fulfillment of the right to a decent life (...).”

The Inter-American Court’s jurisprudence on “vida digna” suggests that States have obligations to undertake immediate mitigation measures to dampen the severe impacts of climate change on human welfare. (...)

They also point to a duty to institute affirmative measures individually and in concert, in order to further the exercise of core human rights by all people within their jurisdictions. States must therefore act expeditiously to mitigate climate change in order to protect the enjoyment of core human rights by all of their members, with particular attention to persons and communities that are most vulnerable to its impacts.

---

69 See, e.g., Sawhoyamaza Indigenous Community Case (Paraguay), Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 146 (March 29, 2006) (finding that Paraguay violated the right to life of members of an indigenous community by delaying determination of title and preventing access to their ancestral lands.).


71 Indigenous Community Yakye Axa, supra.

72 The Court has recognized some limitations to States’ requirements to fulfill the conditions for a dignified life. See e.g., Sawhoyamaza, supra note 9, at ¶ 155 (citing the Pueblo Bello Massacre Case (Colombia), Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser.C) No. 140, at ¶ 124 (January 31, 2006) (“[A] State cannot be responsible for all situations in which the right to life is at risk. Taking into account the difficulties involved in the planning and adoption of public policies and the operative choices that have to be made in view of the priorities and the resources available, the positive obligations of the State must be interpreted so that an impossible or disproportionate burden is not imposed upon the authorities.”)). The Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights interpret ICESCR as imposing a much broader requirement that “minimum core obligations apply irrespective of the availability of resources of the country concerned or any other factors and difficulties.” Maastricht Guidelines, at 18 U.N. Doc. E/C.12/2000/13 (2000).

73 Principle 33.
States have a fundamental duty to respect and fulfil the right to life. Given the imminent threat that climate change poses to human life, States have a duty to immediately curtail activities that contribute to climate change and to take positive measures to protect and promote the right to life. The argument of the Lowenstein Clinic is along the following lines:

“The right to life is explicitly protected in ICCPR Article 6: “Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.” The subsequent portions of Article 6 deal with the death penalty and genocide, but the Human Rights Committee has interpreted the right broadly in CCPR General Comment 6 to extend as far as creating an obligation to reduce infant mortality and increase life expectancy. At the same time, the General Comment notes that the right to life, based on its unqualified language and primary position in the ICCPR, is a bedrock human right from which no derogation is permitted. General Comment 6 may well go too far; the language of the ICCPR itself does not make it clear that suffering an avoidable early natural death amounts to being “arbitrarily deprived of life.” Article 6 also explicitly contemplates and permits the death penalty, indicating that the word “arbitrarily” restricts the application of the right to situations in which no valid reason is offered for an individual’s death.

Climate change will threaten lives. Because climate change is anthropogenic, this threat to life is more clearly related to the core of Article 6 than, for example, deaths from preventable illness, which are not always as obviously caused by human activity. In human rights terms, a death is more unacceptably “arbitrary” when it is foreseeably caused by human activity. When human activities foreseeably threaten lives, engaging in these activities amounts to a potential violation of the right to life. ICCPR Article 2(1) provides that the State has a positive obligation to ensure that such violations do not take place. The European Court of Human Rights has provided a similar interpretation of the parallel text of article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights. States have an obligation “to take appropriate steps to safeguard the lives of those within their jurisdiction.” This duty applies “in the context of any activity,

74 Supra 2 sub i).
75 ICCPR art. 6(1).
76 CCPR General Comment 6 para. 5 (1982).
77 Id. para. 1.
79 ICCPR art. 2(1) (“respect and ensure”).
whether public or not, in which the right to life may be at stake.” The key factor seems to be foreseeability of risk; the obligation applies even when there is a foreseeable risk in a situation that is not caused by human activity. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has enforced perhaps the most sweeping interpretation of the “right to life,” by interpreting it to require States to fulfil the conditions for their people to live a life with dignity. As climate-change threats to human life, particularly for vulnerable communities, become increasingly imminent and apparent, courts may become receptive to using “right to life” provisions to require mitigation measures.”

The Lowenstein Clinic subsequently turns to the right to property, in particular the extent to which it meets the essential needs of “dignified human living.” The latter is under stress due to climate change. In turn, countries have to mitigate climate change:

“The right to property is not explicitly protected by the ICCPR or ICESCR, but it is protected by inter-American, African, and European rights treaties as well as many national jurisdictions. The right to property is not absolute; the ability of states and their courts to balance the right to property against other values is essential for making it possible to regulate pollution. (...)

At the same time, the protections for property within human rights instruments also suggest that states have an obligation to ensure that private property is protected, particularly so as to prevent harms to other essential rights. For instance, the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man ensures the right to private property to the extent that “it meets the essential needs of decent living and helps to maintain the dignity of the individual and of the home.” States may thus have an obligation, grounded in human rights, to regulate

80 Oneyrildiz v. Turkey, [2004] ECHR 657, para. 71-72 (holding that Turkish authorities had an obligation to anticipate and respond to the risk of a methane explosion from a rubbish dump).
81 Budayeva and Others v Russia [2008] ECHR 15339/02, para. 133, (finding obligation to mitigate harm when imminence of a natural disaster is “clearly identifiable”).
82 See Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community Case (Paraguay), Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 146 (March 29, 2006) (finding that Paraguay violated the right to life of members of an indigenous community by delaying determination of title and preventing access to their ancestral lands.) See also discussion on “vida digna,” (...).
85 American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, art. 23.
emitters in order to protect private property from environmental harm and thereby ensure that essential needs are met and core human rights protected.”

Climate change will also jeopardise the right to health. The duty of States to respect, protect, and fulfil the right to health extends to securing a healthy environment and preventing environmental degradation. States have a consequential obligation to prevent degradation of the earth’s atmosphere, thereby curtailing the severe threats to human health that global temperature increases, extreme weather events, and sea level rise will pose:

“The right to health has been relied upon as a source of the right to a clean and healthy environment. In turn, a healthy environment is deemed a *sine qua non* for the right to health to be meaningful. International law reflects this strong interface between health and the environment. (...) In Article 12, the Covenant expressly calls on State parties to take steps to improve all aspects of environmental [hygiene] (...) and to enable the prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational, and other diseases. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has defined the right to health expansively, as “an inclusive right extending not only to timely and appropriate health care but also to the underlying determinants of health, such as access to safe and potable water and adequate sanitation, an adequate supply of safe food, nutrition and housing,[and] healthy occupational and environmental conditions.” The Inter-American Commission expanded on the link between the environment and health in its 1997 “Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador.” In the Report, the Commission identified human rights violations,

---

86 Öneryıldız, para. 145-146 (holding that the State has a duty to take measure to protect a squatter’s possessory interests in a self-built home). Dinah Shelton had some doubts about this firm statement. There is a danger that those who have to contribute to the cost of climate change may rely on this right, in an attempt to protect their property in the short-term. It is, however, hoped that decision-makers will take cognisance of the longer-term consequences of climate change on property.

87 The General Comment 14 recognizes that the “improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene” (art. 12.2 (b)) comprises, “*inter alia*, preventive measures in respect of occupational accidents and diseases; the requirement to ensure an adequate supply of safe and potable water and basic sanitation; the prevention and reduction of the population’s exposure to harmful substances such as radiation and harmful chemicals or other detrimental environmental conditions that directly or indirectly impact upon human health.” See General Comment 14, *The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health*, UN Doc. E/C.12/2000/4, 11 August 2000, para. 15. It is available on: www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/(Symbol)40d009901358b0e2c1256915005090be?OpenDocument.

88 General Comment 14.
particularly violations of the right to life and health, resulting from contamination caused by oil exploration in the Oriente region. The contamination threatened the food and water supply and increased morbidity in the surrounding populations.\textsuperscript{89} The Commission determined that “[conditions of severe environmental pollution, which may cause serious physical illness, impairment and suffering on the part of the local populace, are inconsistent with the right to be respected as a human being.”\textsuperscript{90} Emphasizing the interrelatedness of health and the environment, it stated that “[t]he realization of the right to life, and to physical security and integrity is necessarily related to and in some ways dependent upon one’s physical environment. Accordingly, where environmental contamination and degradation pose a persistent threat to human life and health, the foregoing rights are implicated.”\textsuperscript{91} The Commission pointed out that “states parties may therefore be required to take positive measures to safeguard the fundamental and non-derogable rights to life and physical integrity, particularly to prevent the risk of severe environmental pollution that could threaten human life and health (...).”\textsuperscript{92} The Commission called on the government to implement legislation to strengthen protection against pollution, (...)

The Commission’s insistence on positive measures to protect health from future contamination can be used as a powerful tool in environmental protection. It calls on States to both formulate and enforce laws to prevent environmental degradation and its consequent impacts on human health (...). In the context of climate change, the requirement to take positive measures extends to those that prevent degradation of the earth’s atmosphere, thereby curtailing the severe threats to human health that global temperature increases, extreme weather events, and sea level rise will pose. (...)


\textsuperscript{91} Id. at chapter VIII.

\textsuperscript{92} Id.
In relation to the duty to adopt appropriate economic, environmental, and social policies to ensure access to adequate and nutritious food and prevent hunger, States must take effective measures to mitigate climate change:

“The right to food is enshrined in international instruments, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. It is also recognized in subject-specific human rights treaties, such as the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The right to food is also recognized by many national constitutions and regional human rights instruments, including the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (known as the Protocol of San Salvador), the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, and the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has clarified that the right to adequate food requires the adoption of “appropriate economic, environmental and social policies.” In General Comment No. 12, the Committee stated that “[t]he right to adequate food is realized when every man, woman and child, alone or in community with others, has physical and economic access at all times to adequate food or means for its procurement.” The Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights also enshrines “the fundamental right of everyone to be free from hunger.” The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food has declared that the right encompasses “[t]he right to have regular, permanent and unrestricted access, either directly or by means of financial purchases, to quantitatively and qualitatively adequate and sufficient food corresponding to the cultural traditions of the people to which the consumer belongs, and which ensure a physical and mental, individual and collective, fulfilling and dignified life free of fear.”

---

93 Convention on the rights of the child, arts. 24(2)(c), 27(3).
94 Convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women, art. 12(2).
95 Convention on the rights of persons with disabilities, arts. 24(f), 28(1).
96 See e.g., Brazil, South Africa.
97 Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General Comment No. 12 (1999) on the right to adequate food (art.11), para. 4.
98 Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General Comment No. 12 (1999) on the right to adequate food (art.11).
99 ICESCR, article 11, para.2.
Climate change will adversely affect States’ ability to realize the right to food. Fulfilment of the right to food requires access to appropriate natural resources and healthy ecosystems, particularly for those populations that depend on a subsistence economy. It also requires production and distribution of sufficiently nutritious foodstuffs to satisfy the basic needs of all individuals. Climate change is expected to disrupt ecosystems and growing cycles, causing food production to decrease and thereby increasing the risk of hunger and food insecurity in the poorer regions of the world. In response to these threats, the (former) UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, Olivier De Schutter, has stated that the right to food includes “the right to be protected from policies that undermine access to it.” States’ obligation to ensure realization of the right to food is a central component of their duty to take (...) mitigation (...) measures.”

Climate change also impairs access to Safe Drinking Water and Sanitation. That also requires positive action geared at mitigation:

“The right to water entitles everyone to sufficient, safe, acceptable, physically accessible and affordable water for personal and domestic uses. States must ensure there is adequate access to water to secure the health, dignity and livelihoods of all people. Water is essential to fulfilling many of the social, economic, and cultural rights protected under the ICESCR. As climate change puts additional stress on water resources, thereby reducing access to safe drinking water, water for crop production and sanitation resources, it will also endanger other rights, such as the rights to life, health and food. The ESCR Committee has underscored that water and water facilities and services must be accessible to all, including the most vulnerable and marginalized sections of the population. The manner in which States realize the right to water must be sustainable, ensuring that present and future generations can depend on safe and reliable water resources. The Committee has also stated, “Steps should be
taken by States parties to prevent their own citizens and companies from violating the right to water of individuals and communities in other countries.\textsuperscript{105} (…)

The ESCR Committee has identified several ways in which States violate the right to water, including:

a) State parties’ interference with the right to water. This includes, inter alia:
   (i) arbitrary or unjustified disconnection or exclusion from water services or facilities; (…)
   b) Violations of the obligation to protect follow from the failure of a State to take all necessary measures to safeguard persons within their jurisdiction from infringements of the right to water by third parties. (…)"

Last but not least, the duty to provide for a clean and healthy environment conducive to human well-being is equally at risk in relation to climate change:

“Every citizen has the right to a clean and healthy environment, one that permits the realization of a life of dignity and well-being. States have an obligation to take positive measures to safeguard and advance this right. In particular, States have a duty to prevent severe environmental pollution that could threaten human life and health (…)" Although U.N. human rights treaties do not refer to the right to a clean and healthy environment, regional human rights conventions for Africa and the Americas and almost 60 national constitutions\textsuperscript{106} recognize it.\textsuperscript{107} The Protocol of San Salvador, the additional protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, explicitly recognizes the right to a healthy environment. Article 11 states: “Everyone shall have the right to live in a healthy environment and to have access to basic public services. The States Parties shall promote the protection, preservation,

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{105}CESCR general comment No. 15 (2002) on the right to water (arts. 11 and 12), para. 33
\textsuperscript{106}Fifty countries have explicitly recognized the right to a healthy environment in their constitutions, and a further 30 constitutions recognized a duty to defend or protect the environment, http://www.nepalnews.com/home/index.php/guest-column/19926-the-right-to-healthy-environment-.html. See, e.g., references to the right to a healthy environment in the following constitutions: Argentina, art 41; Belgium, art 23; Ecuador, art 89; Georgia, art 35; Norway, art 110(b); Paraguay, art 7(1); Portugal, art 66; and South Africa, art 24.
\end{footnotesize}
and improvement of the environment." Article 24 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights states that “all peoples shall have the right to a general satisfactory environment favorable to their development.” The African Charter expresses the right as one that belongs to peoples as a collective, rather than one that adheres to individuals.

The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights specifically adjudicated the right to a satisfactory environment in the case SERAC v. Nigeria. Two non-governmental organizations filed a petition on behalf of the people of Ogoniland, Nigeria, alleging that Nigeria had breached its obligations to respect, protect, promote and fulfill the right to a healthy environment guaranteed by the Charter. The Commission articulated the substantive aspects of Article 24:

The right to a general satisfactory environment, as guaranteed under Article 24 of the African Charter or the right to a healthy environment, as it is widely known, therefore imposes clear obligations upon a government. It requires the state to take reasonable and other measures to prevent pollution and ecological degradation, to promote conservation, and to secure an ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources.”

So far, we have presented a few core findings of the report by Yale’s Lowenstein Clinic. A very recent judgement of the ECHR seems to support our case. The Court reiterates that art. 2 (the right to life)

“lays down a positive obligation on States to take appropriate steps to safeguard the life of those within their jurisdiction (....)

80. This obligation is construed as applying in the context of any activity, whether public or not, in which the right to life may be at stake, and a fortiori in the case of industrial activities which by their very nature are dangerous (...)

The Court recalls that “a serious risk of an ensuing death” suffices. It observes that

“in the context of dangerous activities, the scope of the positive obligations under Article 2 of the Convention largely overlaps with that of those under Article 8” (private life).

---

108 Additional protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the area of Economic, Social and Cultural rights: “PROTOCOL OF SAN SALVADOR”
110 Brincat and others v. Malta, 24 July 2014. The case is about victims employed by a state-owned enterprise exposed to asbestos in the course of their employment.
111 Para 82 with reference to other cases.
Further down, the ECHR held:

“101. The Court makes reference to its general principles as stated in Öneriyıldız and further elaborated on in Budayeva and Others (both cited above), as summarised in Kolyadenko and Others v. Russia, nos. 17423/05, 20534/05, 20678/05, 23263/05, 24283/05 and 35673/05, §§ 157-161, 28 February 2012, and as reiterated in Vilnes and Others v. Norway, nos. 52806/09 and 22703/10, § 220, 5 December 2013:

“The Court reiterates that the positive obligation to take all appropriate steps to safeguard life for the purposes of Article 2 (see paragraph 151 above) entails above all a primary duty on the State to put in place a legislative and administrative framework designed to provide effective deterrence against threats to the right to life (see Öneriyıldız, cited above, § 89, and Budayeva and Others, cited above, § 129).

The Court considers that this obligation must be construed as applying in the context of any activity, whether public or not, in which the right to life may be at stake, and a fortiori in the case of industrial activities, which by their very nature are dangerous. In the particular context of dangerous activities special emphasis must be placed on regulations geared to the special features of the activity in question, particularly with regard to the level of the potential risk to human lives. They must govern the licensing, setting up, operation, security and supervision of the activity and must make it compulsory for all those concerned to take practical measures to ensure the effective protection of citizens whose lives might be endangered by the inherent risks (see Öneriyıldız, cited above, §§ 71 and 90).

Among these preventive measures particular emphasis should be placed on the public’s right to information, as established in the case-law of the Convention institutions. The relevant regulations must also provide for appropriate procedures, taking into account the technical aspects of the activity in question, for identifying shortcomings in the processes concerned and any errors committed by those responsible at different levels (see Öneriyıldız, cited above, §§ 89-90, and Budayeva and Others, cited above, § 132).

As to the choice of particular practical measures, the Court has consistently held that where the State is required to take positive measures, the choice of means is in principle a matter that falls within the Contracting State’s margin of appreciation. There are different avenues to ensure Convention rights, and even if the State has failed to apply one particular measure provided by domestic law, it may still fulfil its positive duty by other means. In this respect an impossible or disproportionate burden must not be imposed on the authorities without consideration being given, in particular, to the operational choices which they must make in terms of priorities and resources; this results from the

---

112 Para 85.
wide margin of appreciation States enjoy, as the Court has previously held, in difficult social and technical spheres (see Budayeva and Others, cited above, §§ 134-35).

In assessing whether the respondent State complied with its positive obligation, the Court must consider the particular circumstances of the case, regard being had, among other elements, to the domestic legality of the authorities’ acts or omissions,\(^\text{113}\) the domestic decision-making process, including the appropriate investigations and studies, and the complexity of the issue, especially where conflicting Convention interests are involved. The scope of the positive obligations imputable to the State in the particular circumstances would depend on the origin of the threat and the extent to which one or the other risk is susceptible to mitigation (see Budayeva and Others, cited above, §§ 136-37).

101. The Court has also held on many occasions that the State has a positive duty\(^\text{114}\) to take reasonable and appropriate measures to secure an applicant’s rights under Article 8 of the Convention (see, among many other authorities, López Ostra, cited above, § 51, Series A no. 303-C; Powell and Rayner v. the United Kingdom, 21 February 1990, § 41, Series A no. 172; and, more recently, Di Sarno and Others v. Italy, no. 30765/08, § 96, 10 January 2012). In particular, the Court has affirmed a positive obligation of States, in relation to Article 8, to provide access to essential information enabling individuals to assess risks to their health and lives (see, by implication, Guerra and Others, cited above, §§ 57-60; López Ostra, cited above, § 55; McGinley and Egan, cited above, §§ 98-104; and Roche, cited above, §§ 157-69). In the Court’s view, this obligation may in certain circumstances also encompass a duty to provide such information (see, by implication, Guerra and Others, cited above, §§ 57-60; and Vilnes and Others, cited above § 235). It has also recognised that in the context of dangerous activities, the scopes of the positive obligations under Articles 2 and 8 of the Convention largely overlap (see Budayeva and Others, cited above, § 133). Indeed, the positive obligation under Article 8 requires the national authorities to take the same practical measures as those expected of them in the context of their positive obligation under Article 2 of the Convention (see Kolyadenko and Others, cited above, § 216). NB: de opmaak is hier versprongen, maar dat is een fout van de computer; negeer dat svp

One cannot take it for granted that the Court would apply the same reasoning in relation to climate change. It may be difficult to persuade the Court that all industrial activities which produce GHGs should be labelled as “dangerous” in the sense quoted above, in light of the marginal contribution of every individual emitter to the ensuing

\(^{113}\) If we understand correctly, the Court means that violation of domestic rules, stricter than the European Convention, may amount to a violation of the latter. Otherwise, its reasoning would be strange: domestic law could undercut fundamental provisions of the European Convention.

\(^{114}\) I.e., to take concrete steps.
damage. The final part of the Brincat judgment may influence the Court to take a more cautious stance. However, it would be unsatisfactory if art. 2 and 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights could be invoked in relatively unimportant cases, but not in case of grievous injustice to a great many people around the globe.

The repeated pledges by world leaders, in and outside the COP framework, and the urgent need to come to grips with the looming threats advocated by these leaders may in themselves not amount to legal obligations, but they are not meaningless either. Taken together with other legal bases, they help to crystallise enforceable obligations on countries. Most importantly, it means that above permissible quantum countries should not only reduce GHG emissions, but should also provide financial and technical means to the most vulnerable countries to curb their GHG emissions.

4.4 Tort law

The strongest legal basis for our principles can probably be gleaned from what arguably is a common core of tort law referred to in the U.S. as the Learned Hand formula. It is a fundamental and widely accepted rule of thumb that an act or omission will be unlawful if it subjects the life, well-being or property of others to a risk of damage, if the risk is considerable, if the potential damage is colossal, and if the risk can be avoided without undue detriment to the party/parties causing that risk. Obligations to mitigate climate change meet all these requirements. Climate change poses a significant risk to billions of people – present and future – which can still be avoided by reducing GHG emissions to a significant extent. Technology has progressed to such an extent that the measures can be taken. Though the costs of making the necessary transition away from fossil fuels may be very large in the short and medium terms, many of them will eventually pay for themselves through energy
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115 It follows from principle 3.8 that we would ignore such a “defence”, but the ECHR may take a different view.
116 Para 121-127; a not overly convincing line of thought.
117 See below.
118 See, in more detail, Shaping the law for global crises, o.c. p. 86ff and Climate change remedies o.c. p. 53ff.
savings. Overall the net economic effects of this transition would be positive to the extent that it prevents the far greater economic costs of catastrophic climate change. Moreover, many jobs and much economic activity would be created by building the new clean energy facilities, and many negative environmental impacts not related to climate change, such as conventional air pollution, would be reduced.\textsuperscript{119}

In tort law, the yardstick for the assessment whether or not a specific act or omission is (un)lawful is whether the act meets the standard of what a ‘reasonable person’ (\emph{bonus pater familias}) would/should have done in similar circumstances.\textsuperscript{120} What can reasonably be required from such a person?\textsuperscript{121} The Principles of European Tort Law (PETL) determine that it depends:

“in particular, on the nature and the value of the protected interest involved, the dangerousness of the activity, the expertise to be expected of a person carrying it on, the foreseeability of the damage, the relationship between those involved, as well as the costs of precautionary or alternative methods”.\textsuperscript{122}

§ 291 Restatement of Torts (1965)\textsuperscript{123} puts it as follows:

\textsuperscript{119} See Kinniburgh’s report for a series of measures that could be taken.
\textsuperscript{121} See, in more detail, C. van Dam, European Tort Law (2006) pp. 189 \emph{et seq.} Part of the text is borrowed from Shaping the law for global crises, o.c. p. 88ff.; see also Climate change remedies par. 1.4.
\textsuperscript{122} Art. 4:102 para. 1. Just-mentioned art. 3:102 PEL Liab. Dam. is less explicit. According to the Commentary, “several factors beyond conclusive enumeration” play a role. Courts have to assess what constitutes careful conduct in a given set of factors that may change over time; see Christian von Bar, Principles of European Tort Law, Non-Contractual Liability Arising out of Damage to Another p. 585 and 586. It seems open to debate whether judges necessarily always assess what \emph{proper} conduct would have been. Instead, we are inclined to believe, they may stick to labeling a specific act or omission as wrongful. Put differently, they may intuitively jump to conclusions. That is by no means a veiled criticism. Quite often, the arguments pro and contra plaintiff or defendant are more or less in balance; in such scenarios, it is difficult to explain at length why one of them acted wrongfully. That is much easier in relation to climate change, as will be demonstrated below. See, for a wealth of information about a series of countries, Richard Lord, Silke Goldberg, Lavanya Rajamani and Jutta Brunnée (eds.), Climate change liability.
\textsuperscript{123} I.e., the US Restatement, drafted by the ALI.
“Where an act is one which a reasonable person would recognize as involving a risk of harm to another, the risk is unreasonable and the act is negligent if the risk is of such magnitude as to outweigh what the law regards as the utility of the act or of the particular manner in which it is done.”

while according to § 3 Restatement (Third) of Tort Liability for Physical and Emotional Harm (2010):

“A person acts negligently if the person does not exercise reasonable care under the circumstances. Primary factors to consider in ascertaining whether the person’s conduct lacks reasonable care are the foreseeable likelihood that the person’s conduct will result in harm, the foreseeable severity of any harm that may ensue, and the burden of precautions to eliminate or reduce the risk of harm.”

In California, the policy of preventing future harm also carries weight.124 The same probably goes for many other jurisdictions.

A similar approach as advocated by PETL is adopted in, for instance, the U.S. (the so-called Learned Hand formula),125 England and Wales,126 New Zealand,127 Australia128 and South Africa.129 The new Chinese law is largely similar.130 The International Commission of Jurists seems to take a similar position.131 Canadian Tort Law very

---

126 Morris v. West Hartlepool Co. Ltd., (1956) AC 552, 574 per Lord Reid; the judgment adds: the use to society.
127 Bill Atkin and Geoff McLay, Torts in New Zealand, Cases and Materials (5th ed.).
128 Kit Barker, Peter Cane, Mark Lunney and Francis Trindade, , The Law of Torts in Australia (5th ed.), pp. 417 et seq; see, in particular, p. 421ff.
129 Neethling, Potgieter, Visser, Deliktereg (6th ed.) pp. 36 et seq.
131 Corporate Complicity & Legal Accounting, Volume 3 Civil Remedies p. 19.
much depends on foreseeability. It “seeks to impose a result that is fair to both the plaintiffs and the defendants and that is socially useful”, thus leaving considerable leeway for courts.

This approach approximates the view of the International Commission of Jurists. The ICJ persuasively submits the view that in considering what a prudent company would have foreseen, the court will look at “objective evidence as to what kind of information was available to the company about the risk (...) from its own employees and consultants, the media and civil society.” An important reason for this formulation is that “a reasonable person in the company’s shoes would have undertaken an inquiry as to the potential risks involved.”

The application of the PETL and similar formulations in specific cases is not necessarily easy. After all, not all the criteria just mentioned point in the same direction. Ultimately, application to a specific case almost unavoidably may call for “value judgments.” The U.S. judge Learned Hand rightly observed that “a solution always involves some preference, or a choice between incommensurables”. Put differently: the formula provides some maneuvering room for lawyers and particularly

133 Mustapha v. Callagan, supra 16.
134 According to Cornelia Stephanie Wölk, Das Deliktsrecht Ruslands 2003 p. 154ff., causing damage to others is generally considered as unlawful. The Learned Hand formula has not been applied, so far, in Singapore: “Singapore courts have instead utilised the factors in a holistic manner via a balancing exercise, as it were, in order to determine the standard of care. (...) it should be highlighted that there are other factors such as industrial practices and the social benefits and utility of the activity that might be involved in determining the standard of care”, Chan Kok Yew Gary, The law of torts in Singapore 2011 p. 186ff.; quotation at p. 187.
135 Corporate Complicity & Legal Accountability, Volume 3 Civil Remedies pp. 17 and 18.
for judges. One cannot escape the impression that courts occasionally pay lip service to this or similar formulations, but that they are in fact working towards an equitable outcome. Simons puts it very eloquently:

“In the end, a determination that an actor is negligent reflects a value judgment at two levels. It expresses the judgment that the actor should have done something different in light of the foreseeable risks of his conduct. It also presupposes value judgments about the relevant advantages and disadvantages of taking such a precaution. The task of conscientiously identifying and clarifying the appropriate value judgments is not easy, but it is unavoidable if negligence is to remain a justifiable ground of tort liability.”  

Lord Hoffmann has expressed a similar view:

“(…) But the balance between risk on the one hand and individual autonomy on the other is not a matter of expert opinion. It is a judgment which the courts must make and which in England reflects the individualist values of the common law.”

Turning to the respective criteria: none of them are completely unambiguous, as the following examples may show. It is open to debate whether there is a sufficient relationship (proximity) between, say, a German enterprise and the people living in Bangladesh. If not, the same may even go for the relationship between, say, a German living in the very southern part of Germany and a German enterprise based in the northern part of the country. Nevertheless, we do not think that this would serve as a serious obstacle. Even if the relationship requirement is interpreted narrowly, it remains just one of the relevant factors. Besides, there are many people in the close vicinity whose interests will be jeopardised by the consequences of GHG emissions.

---

138 O.c. at 935.
140 In the sense of art. 4:102 para 1 PETL, mentioned above. We realise, of course, that climate change results from the cumulative effect of global emissions, i.e., a series of emissions worldwide. But this leaves untouched that defendants could try to harp on lack of proximity.
141 See, for the minimal contribution-issue, Principle 11.
With the exception of the costs of precautionary measures – to be dealt with below – the other signposts (the protected interests, the dangerousness of the activity and the foreseeability of the damage) point to the need to take swift action. Little justification is needed to show that a protected interest is affected if nothing is done to reduce GHG emissions. The predominant view among climate change scientists is that catastrophe will set in if we stick to business as usual or if we confine ourselves to minor reductions of GHG emissions. Massive and still largely avoidable human and economic suffering would occur, while the ability of the environment to sustain life would be greatly impaired. These interests are obviously protected by law (national and international).

The foreseeability of the damage is so much beyond disagreement that it does not need any elaboration either. In line with the precautionary principle (Principle 1), the mere fact that the predominant view is challenged by sceptics does not carry weight in this respect. The same holds true for the uncertainty about the magnitude of the harm that will be caused by climate change. Even if we would depart from the most optimistic scenarios – which would be in blatant conflict with the precautionary principle – we must reckon with devastation. In the latter context, one should bear in mind the increasingly severe natural events (droughts, excessive rainfall, hurricanes) even at the stage where we are still some distance away from exceeding the maximum tolerable increase of 2 degrees C. It goes without saying that things will get worse.\footnote{That goes at least for the foreseeable future.}

The dangerousness of the activity is a slightly more delicate issue. If we perceive GHG emissions from a global angle, they are obviously dangerous. Nevertheless, it is arguable that the emissions brought about by each single actor (the majority of States) are not dangerous in this legal sense. Realistically, the harmful consequences of climate change would ensue despite reductions (even to zero) by a single State (with
the exception of, say, the top ten emitters). Yet, if most of these actors (or only a small proportion) do not collectively reduce their GHG emissions, global devastation cannot be avoided. Moreover, in light of the global devastation that will materialise if we stick to business as usual, even a very small contribution may be said to bring about a far from negligible loss. Even a small contribution to a very harmful outcome should, in any event, suffice for legal purposes. If, e.g., one billion people will be seriously impaired in one way or another (some will lose their life; others will no longer have access to water or will fall ill, whereas again others will “only” face damage to property), a minor contribution to the global evil may be sufficient for the imposition of a legal duty.

The view that excessive GHG emissions of a single actor are not dangerous in a legal sense is unsustainable, despite the fact that they do not cause harm by themselves. It would imply that the law would not be able to deal with the most serious challenge of our time, but only with run-of-the mill cases. In our submission, minor or even – seen from a global angle – negligible contributions are still a sufficient basis for rendering GHG emissions wrongful (tortious; see Principles 11 and 13). This submission is well in line with the view that the extent of the risk of harm to others affects the extent of the burden or duty to avoid injury. In relation to global challenges, society would be badly served with views ignoring the unfortunate reality that:

a) climate change cannot be prevented but by collective actions;
b) if we fail, or if major or many small players do not curb emissions, present and future generations will face devastation;
c) it is possible, but by no means imperative, to interpret “dangerous” narrowly;
d) case law is often very strict in imposing liability for causing personal injuries, even where the likelihood that they would materialise was remote;

---

143 I.e., if the two top emitting states would drastically reduce their GHG emissions, that would make a big difference; but even in that scenario, the harmful consequences of climate change will ensue.
144 See, for elaboration in Climate change remedies, o.c. p. 50ff.
e) impact assessments are frequently required for the building or expansion of manufacturing facilities.\textsuperscript{146} The impact of climate change is one of the aspects that must be taken into account.\textsuperscript{147} This suggests that even a marginal impact on the global climate matters, from a legal perspective; see also Principle 8 and the commentary thereto.

Climate change is, among many other evils, about \textit{untold} human suffering around the globe. Private law often requires bold and effective steps to ward off the threats concerning, inter alia, personal injury and major human suffering.

The final element of the PETL formula, namely the costs of precautionary or alternative measures, deserves special attention. To what extent will the costs to be incurred to achieve the necessary reduction of GHG emissions affect the imposition of duties to reduce emissions? The cost of mitigation may be relevant in relation to enterprises, poorer nations and potentially even the wealthiest countries. It also may be of particular relevance in times of crisis.

As a point of departure, the importance of this factor should not be overstated. By way of example: the German Supreme Court is very reluctant to attach any importance to it.\textsuperscript{148} Van Dam convincingly demonstrates that the risk that someone will suffer personal injury generally will suffice for courts to require considerable precautionary measures.\textsuperscript{149} Prosser et al. observe that the social value of the imperiled interests

---

counts; so does the extent of the harm. In the context of climate change, it is unlikely that the cost issue would outweigh the latter two. All the more so as the costs involved in coming to terms with the looming threats are bearable if we do not leave it till too late and if only limited obligations are imposed on vulnerable nations. So, in light of the magnitude and seriousness of the threats of climate change, the cost of mitigation will not serve as a valid justification for inaction. Moreover, a legal duty to take steps to prevent climate change can be justified on the basis that the cost of the consequences of climate change in the case of inaction will far exceed the cost of preventing them. In the case of vulnerable nations, the cost of mitigation nevertheless may serve as a basis for imposing obligations that are less onerous when compared with those of “developed” countries. This exception should prove the rule. In fact the exception will be justifiable only on the basis that there are others who are better situated to take the required measures and therefore should do so.

It follows, we think, that tort law provides a sufficiently solid legal basis for our reduction principles, all the more so in light of the supportive arguments from other realms of the law. First, it urges global reductions to meet the target set forth in Principle 6. Secondly and for lack of better and workable suggestions, it supports the principle that countries above the permissible quantum are under an obligation to reduce their emissions to that quantum. Thirdly, countries below the permissible quantum do not commit wrongful acts, unless they refrain from reductions mentioned in Principles 7, 8, 9, 17 and 21. This, we believe, follows from the per capita approach that would be undermined otherwise. In light of the imminent threats, they, too, should contribute if the reduction could be achieved at no more than minimal cost; that is exactly what a “bonus pater familias” ought to do. That might be different in relation to, e.g., tax exemptions for the travel industry in poor countries. As long as long

---

150 This submission is in line with the view expressed by Christie et al., o.c. p 158, be it not in the context of climate change. Dan Dobbs convincingly argues that the kind of loss also plays a role; o.c. p. 346.
distance travelling is still almost universally accepted, one could barely blame a poor country for subsidizing domestic air travel if that would attract tourists.\textsuperscript{151}

This is not to say that litigation based on (the underlying principles of) tort law will be a walk-over. So far, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that GHG emissions are not subject to the federal common law of nuisance, since Congress in enacting the Clean Air Act gave the EPA the exclusive federal power to set GHG emissions (American Electric Power v. Connecticut (2011)).\textsuperscript{152} This leaves untouched that tort law conceptually provides a fairly sound basis for our reduction principles; all the more so if one would be willing to draw from all relevant realms of the law, such as international, human rights, environmental and constitutional law. Taken together, they provide a strong basis. Justice Brian Preston rightly put it as follows:

“In the environmental context, it would be a spurious interpretation for a court to cure what it perceived to be deficiencies in the statute by making, unmaking or remaking the law to promote or better implement environmental goals (...). However, this is not to say that a court cannot adopt a construction of a statute which promotes or better implements environmental goals, if to do so is consonant with and required by the principles of genuine interpretation. Indeed, courts have, through genuine interpretation, construed many planning or environmental laws to require consideration of the principles of ecologically sustainable development.”\textsuperscript{153}

\textsuperscript{151} Nevertheless, we seriously doubt whether unlimited and unnecessary travelling by air can be reconciled with the urgent need to curb GHG emissions. But we also realise that restrictions may hugely jeopardise international tourism, in quite a few instances one of major sources of income of poor countries. See: UNEP, Moving towards a climate neutral UN, 2011 edition supra 4. According to International Civil Aviation Organization (a UN Agency), the aviation industry’s contribution to climate change has not been given due attention: Grounded, How ICAO failed to tackle aviation and climate change and what should happen, transportenvironment.org/sites/te/files/media/2010_09_icao grounded.pdf.\textsuperscript{152} See, about other countries, the country reports in Richard Lord, Silke Goldberg, Lavanya Rajamani and Jutta Brunnée, Climate Change Liability.\textsuperscript{153} Brian J. Preston, Leadership by the Courts in Achieving Sustainability, http://www.rmla.org.nz/upload/files/leadership_by_the_courts_in_achieving_sustainability_(rmla_conference_, wellington_, nz_oct_2009).pdf, p. 9.
He also quoted Sir Anthony Mason: “[Judges] must have an eye to the justice of the rule, to the fairness and the practical efficacy of its operation in the circumstances of contemporary society.”\(^{154}\)

We realise, of course, that, if brought before courts, it cannot be taken for granted that courts will issue judgments urging nation states to curb their emissions significantly. No doubt judges willing to do so will be labelled activists. It could also be argued that judges keen to abstain are activists, albeit conservative ones unwilling to apply well established concepts to a new set of cases. As a matter of fact, bold judgments will contribute to the prevention of global catastrophes. That, at least, cannot be denied.\(^{155}\)

States or enterprises may, if supported by the facts, feel tempted to justify their conduct on the basis that their GHG emissions are well in line with those of other countries or enterprises. That argument should be rebutted. First and foremost, the other countries and enterprises referenced by unwilling nations and enterprises must also curb their GHG emissions. Secondly, the mere fact that others also commit evil is not an excuse or justification for doing the same.\(^{156}\) The Restatement of Torts 2\(^{nd}\) puts it convincingly as follows:

> “In determining whether conduct is negligent, the customs of the community, or others under like circumstances, are factors to be taken into account, but are not controlling where a reasonable man would not follow them”.\(^{157}\)

The Commentary elucidates:

> “No group of individuals and no industry or trade can be permitted, by adopting careless and slipshod measures to save time, effort, or money, to set its own uncontrolled standard at the expense of the rest of the community. If the only

\(^{154}\) O.c. p. 6.

\(^{155}\) This is a sensitive issue, also for the members of our group. A few members stress that judges must respect the separation of powers, as, f.i., U.S. courts tend to do.

\(^{156}\) Ideally speaking, the extent of reductions to be achieved by States and enterprises should be determined by adequate – i.e., sufficiently far reaching – legislative instruments. But this is unlikely to happen in the short term.

\(^{157}\) § 295A.
test is to be what has always been done, no one will ever have any great incentive to make any progress in the direction of safety.”

The many asbestos and fewer tobacco cases decided around the globe, mostly to the detriment of defendants, underscore this point.

At first glance, tort law may not be a sound legal basis for differentiating the obligations of states as set out in Principle 14ff. But the opposite is also arguable:

a) it would be unfair to expect that the least developed countries must take steps with hugely adverse consequences for their population (a fair outcome matters, as mentioned above);
b) the impact of the costs to be incurred to prevent harmful climate change may justify some leniency; see Principles 7 and 8.

Whatever our conclusion on this point, we do not need tort law for this purpose. The common but differentiated responsibility concept can be called to aid for this purpose; see Principle 14.

**Commentary to the respective principles**

**Precautionary principle**

**General observations**

The precautionary principle has emerged as one of the cornerstones of modern law.

It is tackled in quite some detail in the ILA draft (article 7B). The Commentary to the latter draft explains the legal basis of the principle. We accordingly refer to ILA’s

---

158 Vol. 2 p. 63.
159 See, inter alia, Miriam Haritz, an inconvenient deliberation: the precautionary principle’s contribution to the uncertainties surrounding climate change policy, and Arie Trouwborst, Precautionary rights and duties of states. Sands and Peel, o.c. p. 188 put it as follows: the precautionary principle is “sufficiently well established to provide the basis for an international cause of action; that is to say, to reflect an international customary legal obligation the violation of which would give rise to a free-standing legal remedy”. See also the national reports in Richard Lord, Silke Goldberg, Lavanya Rajamani and Jutta Brunnée (eds.), Climate change liability.
commentary for the underpinning of the precautionary principle,\textsuperscript{160} with a few general additions and a justification for our slightly different, more stringent, interpretation.

The precautionary principle is a legal (and moral) concept. Its goal is to strike a fair balance between diverging interests of the parties who are confronted by uncertainties regarding risks. The most common application is in the context of scientific uncertainty: we do not yet know whether or not a specific substance, product, activity or technology poses threats. In such a scenario, one should remain on the safe side.

There is a wide spectrum of potential uncertainties. On one extreme of the spectrum, we simply do not have a clue whether or not “something” might be harmful (the so-called unknown unknowns).

Despite the fact that a small number of experts still doubts whether climate change is human induced,\textsuperscript{161} we do not have any doubt whatsoever that we must ignore these doubts when it comes to the question whether or not states and enterprises are under a legal obligation to curb their GHG emissions.\textsuperscript{162} This no longer is a matter governed by the precautionary principle at all; see Principle 1 first paragraph. It follows – and that is our first important finding – that the precautionary principle does \textit{not} come into play in relation to the question \textit{whether} the climate is changing, nor whether this change is human induced. There clearly is a predominant view to the effect that climate change is real and that it is largely caused by human activities.\textsuperscript{163} The overwhelming majority of experts warn of very grievous harm if we don’t change course. So, for legal purposes, we must accept that climate change (and our present

\textsuperscript{160} See also: Principle 15 Rio Declaration; art. 3 para 3 UNFCCC.
\textsuperscript{161} According to IPCC “human influence is clear”, IPCC, Fifth Assessment Synthesis Report, Summary for Policymakers, 1 November 2014 p. SPM-3.
\textsuperscript{162} This is not to suggest that we discredit the sceptics. Their views may or may not be mistaken; experience from the past has shown that minority views may turn out to be correct. The example par excellence is Galileo. Time will tell. These sceptics, however, are such a minority that their views have to be ignored \textit{for legal purposes}.
\textsuperscript{163} See footnote 4.
level of GHG emissions) give(s) rise to very serious threats, if not checked in the very near future.

Seen from a legal – and also policy – angle, the real difficulty lies in the uncertainty about the time we still have and the steps that we have to take to come to grips with the threats of climate change. How much time, if any, do we still have to ward off the major threats? To what extent do we have to reduce our GHG emissions and at what pace? In these respects, opinions diverge significantly. Part of the story probably is that estimates in the recent past were based on – as it has turned out – overly optimistic scenarios, i.e., the hope (or expectation) that GHG emissions would decrease or, at least, that the increase could be kept within the order of a few percent. Quite the contrary has happened. Another explanation probably is the interpretation of scientific data. This point may be illustrated by the following findings.

According to the latest IPCC report, an enormous reduction in GHG emissions from the business-as-usual path is needed if we are to meet the objective of keeping the average global temperature rise within two degrees Celsius of pre-industrial conditions. Cumulative GHG emissions (in carbon dioxide equivalents) from 2011 through 2050 are projected to be (at the midrange of various probabilities) 2,075 gigatons under the business as usual scenario; to have a 50% chance of staying within two degrees, they would need to be around 925 gigatons; and to have a 90% chance, they would need to be around 550 gigatons.

\[\text{(164)}\] The two degree threshold serves as the basis for our principles; see § 1. We acknowledge that a lower threshold (f.i. 1.5 degrees C) might be preferable; see IPCC, Synthesis Report (Longer version), o.c. p. SYR 29ff.

\[\text{(165)}\] Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2014: Mitigation and Climate Change, Summary for Policymakers, p. 12 Table SPM.1 (2014). According to PwC “the G7 needs to further reduce its absolute carbon emissions by 44% by 2030 and 75% by 2050 compared with 2010 levels”; see Two degrees of separation: ambition and reality, Low Carbon Economic Index, September 2014, p. 1; see also Synthesis report of November 1, 2014, Summary for Policymakers p. SPM-15.
On November 19, 2012, the World Bank issued an alarming report: Turn Down the Heat.\textsuperscript{166} It provides a gloomy picture of the world’s future if we do not change course. It serves as strong support for the urgent need to achieve far-reaching reductions of GHG emissions. The report functions

“as a rigorous attempt to outline a range of risks, focusing on developing countries and especially the poor. A 4°C world would be one of unprecedented heat waves, severe droughts, and major floods in many regions, with serious impacts on ecosystems and associated services. But with action, a 4°C world can be avoided and we can likely hold warming below 2°C. (…) Even with the current mitigation commitments and pledges fully implemented, there is a roughly 20 percent likelihood of exceeding 4° by 2100. If they are not met, a warming of 4°C could occur as early as the 2060s.”\textsuperscript{167}

James Hansen and others have issued a warning that

“If reductions begin this year\textsuperscript{168} the required rate of decline is 6%/year to restore the Earth’s energy balance, and thus approximately stabilize climate, by the end of this century. If emissions reductions had begun in 2005, the required rate was 3%/year. If reductions are delayed until 2020, the required reductions are 15%/year. And these scenarios all assume a massive 100 GtC reforestation program, essentially restoring biospheric carbon content to its natural level.”\textsuperscript{169}

The scenario which we choose as our point of departure matters.\textsuperscript{170} If Hansen et al. are correct, we are under immense pressure to reduce GHG emissions immediately. However, the IPCC is arguably less pessimistic than Hansen et al. and, according to their estimations, we have more time to effect reductions in emissions.

\textsuperscript{166} Why a 4°C Warmer World Must be Avoided; see also The World Bank, 4o, Turn down the Heat, Climate Extremes, Regional Impacts, and the Case for Resilience.
\textsuperscript{167} Executive summary p. 1.
\textsuperscript{168} I.e., probably 2013; the last revised version is dated 23 March 2013.
\textsuperscript{169} James Hansen and many others, Scientific case for Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change to Protect Young People and Nature, p. 2. On p. 10, 3.5%/year is mentioned instead of 3%/year. Departing from 50 GtC reforestation, the level of reduction required would amount to 9%/year (p. 10). The authors point at geo-engineering as a possible solution, be it not in the short term (p. 10).
\textsuperscript{170} That also goes for the ultimate goal. It matters whether the increase of average temperature were to be kept below a threshold of 1.5 or alternatively 2 degrees C. The COP meeting left this open; see Decision -/CP.20 (Advance unedited version) p. 1. If an increase by more than 1.5 degrees C would entail significant risks for humanity, nature, the environment or other living species, the precautionary principle probably requires departure from 1.5 degrees. Whether or not that is the case depends primarily on the magnitude of the risks.
If there would be any divide between the worst case scenarios submitted by IPCC and Hansen et al., we do not express a view on this controversy. After all, that is far beyond our expertise.

The application of the precautionary principle to uncertainties regarding the pace and extent of the reductions needed may be contested. These are not typical scenarios/risks governed by the precautionary principle. The precautionary principle ordinarily applies to scientific uncertainty about the potential risks. In the setting of climate change, the risks as such are well understood (flooding, natural catastrophes, droughts, increase of diseases, etcetera), but the opinions of eminent experts diverge as to the the scope of the measures that need to be taken. We leave this doctrinal issue for what it is. At the very least, the concept of the precautionary principle paves the way to a “solution”. It could, at least, be applied analogously.171

For our purposes, we do not have to delve into the various versions of this principle. The EU-version is quite appealing. The principle applies in

“those specific circumstances where scientific evidence is insufficient, inconclusive or uncertain and there are indications that through preliminary objective scientific evaluation that there are reasonable grounds for concern that the potentially dangerous effects on the environment, human, animal or plant health may be inconsistent with the chosen level of protection.”172

The EU Commission (rightly) observed that “requirements linked to the protection of public health should undoubtedly be given greater weight than economic considerations”.173

171 We endorse the view of the ILA draft that there is a fluid line between both; see Commentary to Article 7 supra 1.
173 O.c. p. 20.
Largely similar versions have been applied by Courts around the globe and are laid down in a series of international instruments. In an Australian case, Justice Talbot held that

“the element of caution dictates that the Court, as the consent authority, needs to adopt every avenue open to it in order to minimise any potential risk of an adverse impact from the proposal no matter how remotely connected or unlikely the manifestation of that risk is” (emphasis added).

The UN Global Compact “Ten Principles” requires “businesses to support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges.” In light of the commentary, it is a watered-down version of what is commonly understood by precaution, if not for other reasons because it takes “political considerations such as acceptability to the public” into account. Much emphasis is put on cost-effectiveness. As already observed before, this emphasis strongly supports our principle if one bears in mind that a better-safe-than-sorry approach in the realm of climate change will be much cheaper than running the risk of global devastation.

If we apply the EU approach, it is beyond reasonable doubt that credible findings by a substantial number of eminent experts in the field should be our starting point. After all, they are “a reasonable ground for concern” in the sense just mentioned. More concretely: the credible findings of even a smaller group of eminent climate change experts should be our starting point, given that they give rise to reasonable concern. In other contexts, less certainty about the likelihood that a risk would materialise was

---

174 See, for further details, Brian J. Preston, The Role of the Judiciary in Promoting Sustainable Development: The Experience of Asia and the Pacific and EU COM (2000) 1 with further references.


176 Principle 7.
required and it was not necessary to show that it would have a large impact once it occurred; see above § 4.4. We reiterate that the findings must be sufficiently credible and realistic to serve as the basis for calculating the reductions needed. That does not mean that they have to be accepted by most or the majority of leading climate change experts. As a rule of thumb, they should, at least, be recognised as “credible” and “realistic”, i.e., based on sound research, even if many other distinguished experts disagree. Below we will further elaborate on this.

The view just expressed is not necessarily commonly accepted. A U.S. Federal Court took the view – albeit in a different context – that “more than a mere scintilla of evidence” but less than a preponderance is required. Another court required “such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.” The ILA draft also seems to suggest a higher threshold.

If the standard emanating from the two just-mentioned U.S. judgments is to be applied, our approach would still be valid. Given the magnitude of the evil that is going to materialise if we do not take sufficient preventive measures, alarming findings by a substantial number of credible and eminent experts would probably suffice to convince a “reasonable mind” if their submissions are realistic. Of course, the emphasis here is on credible, realistic and eminent; it may make a difference whose mind is taken as the yardstick.

---

177 AT&T Wireless PCS Inc. v. City Council of Virginia Beach, quoted by Joakim Zander, o.c. p. 325. This standard was introduced by the U.S. Supreme Court in Universal Camera v. NLRB v. Grand Canyon Mining Co., 340 U.S. 474, 488 (1951), in relation to “substantive evidence”.


179 See art. 7B para 2. According to the Commentary, referring to art. 3 para 3 FCCC and Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration, the “trigger” is whether or not there is “full scientific certainty.” ILA emphasises that this formulation has been criticised; instead ILA advocates “reasonably foreseeable” (Commentary supra 13).

180 The US Court of Appeals interestingly and perhaps realistically observed that “the “reasonable mind” of a legislator is not necessarily the same as the “reasonable mind” of a bureaucrat”, AT&T Wireless PCS v. City Council of Virginia Beach, 155.F3.423 supra V.
In the light of the sheer amount of eminent climate change scientists, a view submitted by a single or a few brilliant climate change experts will not carry enough weight to serve as a legal basis for global reductions. That is not to say that these views are necessarily mistaken (Galileo may serve as an example), but in light of the consequences for society as a whole, it would be over-demanding to expect that the extent of the reductions of GHG emissions globally required should be based on such a minority view. This would put a disproportionate burden on many countries and by the same token on their people. A practical argument supports this view. It is unlikely that submissions about worst case scenarios by one or a very few distinguished climate change scientists, going well beyond the worst case scenarios painted by the majority of distinguished climate change experts, will be accepted as sufficiently sound (credible) by their peers.

We have explored options to make our formula as concrete as possible. For that purpose, we have introduced the word “substantial”. We realise that this is a bit vague, but the advantage of this approach is that it leaves sufficient manoeuvring room to take all relevant aspects into account, i.e., to base the judgment on the merits of the case in point.

Hence, we do not require a majority view among leading climate change experts. Thus, our principle tries to strike a fair balance between diverging interests: the urgent need to avoid major and global catastrophes, on the one hand, and major but, as it will turn out in the future, unnecessary reduction measures with a huge adverse impact on society, on the other hand. That said, one must bear in mind the very high price that will have to be paid if insufficient steps are taken.

The ILA draft advocates that the precautionary principle entails some cost/benefit-analysis.\textsuperscript{181} With the proviso discussed below, supra 4, we do not think that this parameter will have a major impact on the application of this principle in the context

\textsuperscript{181} Art. 7B para 2 speaks of “cost effective measures”.

49
of climate change. That would – perhaps\textsuperscript{182} – be different if “society” would have to give up a major part of its economic fortunes. But that is not the case, as is demonstrated in the Stern report. It may turn out that products and services may become somewhat more expensive; some enterprises may even have to close down, but that in itself is no reason to relax the application of the principle.\textsuperscript{183} Although there also may be other justifications for our approach, we justify it on the basis that economic loss and – more importantly – human suffering will be significantly higher if it would turn out that we based our duties to reduce on estimates that were not sufficiently conservative. A case decided by the Supreme Court of India seems to support this view:

“though the leather industry is of vital importance to the country as it generates foreign exchange and provides employment avenues it has no right to destroy the ecology, degrade the environment and pose a health hazard.”\textsuperscript{184}

It seems self-explanatory that the impact of climate change will be of a fundamentally different magnitude than that of the leather industry in India.

There is an emerging school of thought that the onus of proof is on the actor (State or enterprise) to show that its present level of GHG emissions is benign.\textsuperscript{185} This burden of proof includes the following issues:

a) Whether a specific worst case scenario should be the legal basis for determining the scope of reductions;

b) If relevant at all, the feasibility (either technically or economically) of curbing GHG emissions to the extent necessary.

\textsuperscript{182} The argument that it would matter that the rich countries would have to give up a major part of its economic fortunes will – understandably – not be appreciated by the few billions of people who still are considerably worse off.

\textsuperscript{183} We do realise that the reduction trajectory we advocate will have adverse consequences; for some groups, they may even be severe. Taking a wait and sit position or embarking on insufficient reductions will end up with many more adverse consequences.

\textsuperscript{184} Vellore Citizens Welfare Forum v. Union of India per Kuldip Singh J., quoted by Preston, o.c. p. 62.

\textsuperscript{185} Borrowed from Vellore Citizens Welfare v. Union of India, AIR 1996, SC 2715; see also Conservation Council of South Australia v Development Assessment Committee and Tuna Boat Owners Association (No. 2), [1999] SAERDC 86; see also Preston, o.c. p. 54ff.; 65 and 66; UNEP Judicial Handbook p. 23; EU COM (2000) 1 at 20 and 21.
Two inter-related issues regarding the extent to which GHG emissions have to be curbed, must be discussed. First, it is sometimes proposed that major reductions of GHG emissions at this stage are not required, as other solutions to come to grips with climate change are close at hand; scientific progress will fix the problem. Secondly, it is submitted that there are other solutions to the problem of climate change, but that we just fail to use them.

Both arguments may be valid. It may happen that technology will progress at such a pace that clean energy “producing” equipment or safe and adequate measures to offset GHG emissions will become available in the nick of time.\textsuperscript{186} Those who advocate the former argument probably/hopefully mean that technology will be developed that is capable of achieving far-reaching reductions in the short term after offsetting the carbon footprint for manufacturing and maintaining the equipment. It can only be hoped that they are right. But ignoring Hansen’s warnings about the additional efforts needed if we take a wait-and-see position right now is far too risky. The precautionary principle shows why there is not yet sufficient certainty about the possibility of developing these technologies. As explained above: in light of the magnitude of the losses that will occur if we take the wrong decisions, doubts cast by serious and credible scientists in the relevant field require that we do not take a “hope for the better” position.

The same goes for alternatives such as carbon storage and/or geo-engineering.\textsuperscript{187} We observe, in the meanwhile, that leading experts are critical of these technologies.\textsuperscript{188}

\textsuperscript{186} Geo-engineering is one of them.
\textsuperscript{187} See about the latter IPCC Special Report, Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage, A Special of Working Group III of the IPCC 2005 and Gerd Winter, Climate Engineering and International Law: Final Exit or the End of Humanity, in Ruppel et al, o.c. p. 979ff. Michael Gerrard rightly observed that the effects are “now difficult or impossible to predict, but they could be dramatic, as well as expensive and controversial. Yet currently, there is neither a domestic nor an international regime in place to regulate geoengineering research or deployment. This increases the chances that a state (or, some believe, even a very wealthy individual) could undertake a geoengineering program unilaterally, with a great potential of
Comments on the first paragraph

The evidence follows from the subsequent IPCC studies and the other studies discussed in these reports; see, for elaboration, § 1 and the general observations above.

By referring to “future generations,” we probably do not have to answer the question whether or not the current generation has obligations towards future generations. The measures advocated in our principles are sufficiently founded in the interests of current generations, although the most grievous effects of unchecked GHG emissions will be felt at some time in the future. Thus we do not have to dwell on the question whether we have “additional obligations” towards future generations. We attempt to side-step this question as the state of the law makes it difficult to draw confident conclusions about the existence and extent of “additional obligations” towards future generations. 189

international conflict”, in Michael B. Gerrard, and Jody Freeman (eds.), Global Climate Change and U.S. Law 2nd ed. p. 30. Carbon storage, as part of carbon capture and storage (CCS), is a technology under which emissions from a power plant or other technology are captured, and the carbon is permanently stored, probably in a geologic reservoir. This technology is not yet in widespread commercial application anywhere, and there are significant doubts about whether it will ever be economical. But, if it were, there is not so much worry that it will have adverse effects (though there is worry that some of the CO2 will leak out over time).

Geoengineering falls into two categories: carbon capture and solar radiation management. Carbon capture basically involves capturing CO2 from the ambient air (as opposed to from a power plant or factory just before it goes out the smokestack), and then probably storing the captured CO2 in a way similar to CCS. This technology is much less advanced than CCS, but if it works, the risks are similarly modest.

On the other hand, solar radiation management involves trying to cool the planet by keeping out a great deal of sunlight, by for example dumping massive quantities of sulfates into the atmosphere to simulate a volcano. This technology is not very sophisticated and could probably be deployed. However, virtually everyone who studies it agrees that its risks are horrific. I don’t think any responsible scientist or analyst thinks it’s a good idea right now, but some advocate seeing it as an absolute last resort (in the same way that chemotherapy is a last resort for a cancer patient), thus Michael Gerrard explains.

188 The Royal Society, Geoengineering the climate, science, governance and uncertainties, September 2009. See also ETC Group, Geopiracy, the Case Against Geoengineering.

189 See, in more detail, Lawrence, o.c. p. 53ff. and 77/78. That may be different in relation to, e.g., adaptation. See, about adaptation, Michael B. Gerrard and Katrina Fischer Kuh (eds.), The Law of Adaptation to Climate Change.
Nevertheless, there is considerable support for the submissions that the present generation has such obligations.\footnote{190}{Over the last almost sixty years, the concept of intergenerational equity has gained ground; see, in considerable detail, Edith Brown Weiss, Implementing intergenerational equity, in Malgosia Fitzmaurice, David M. Ong and Panos Merkouris (eds.), Research Handbook on International Environmental Law 2011 p. 103ff; Peter Michael Lawrence, Justice for Future Generations: Climate Change and International Law, thesis Tilburg 2013 p. 77ff and 119ff; Burns H. Weston and Tracy Bach, o.c. p. 28ff and the separate opinion of Judge Cancado Trindade in ICJ case Whaling in Antarctic supra 41ff. It is acknowledged in a series of international instruments, pledges, national laws and constitutions as well as case law; see, in more detail, Edith Brown Weiss, Implementing intergenerational equity, in Malgosia Fitzmaurice, David M. Ong and Panos Merkouris (eds.), Research Handbook on International Environmental Law (2011) p. 100 ff. By way of example: UNESCO has issued a Declaration on the Responsibilities of the Present Generation Towards Future Generations. Article 1 puts it seemingly in bold and unequivocal terms: “The present generations have the responsibility of ensuring that the needs and interests of present and future generations are fully regarded.” Article 2 adds that it is “important” “to make every effort to ensure, with due regards to human rights and fundamental freedoms, that future as well as present generations enjoy full freedom of choice as to their political, economic and social systems and are able to preserve their cultural and religious diversity”. Article 4 reads: “The present generations have the responsibility to bequeath to future generations an Earth which will not one day be irreversibly damaged by human activity. (…)” As to ecosystems, article 5 para 1 adds that “the present generations should strive for sustainable development and preserve living conditions, particularly the quality and integrity of the environment.” According to para 4, “present generations should take into account possible consequences for future generations of major projects before these are carried out”. The same goes for Principle 3 of the Rio Declaration: “The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet developmental and environmental needs of the present and future generations.” See also James Hansen et al., Scientific Prescription to Avoid Dangerous Climate Change to Protect Young People, Future Generations, and Nature, par. 8.3.} In the unlikely event that courts conclude that climate change insufficiently impairs the interests of the present generation (young children included) to justify obligations as set out in these principles,\footnote{191}{That would be an unsatisfactory and unconvincing position. All the more so as the consequences of climate change already are manifest; see, also for further references, Shaping the law for global crises, o.c. p. 17ff.} the interests of future generations ought to be considered. If catastrophe would set in, the interests of future generations would be jeopardised, even if that would not yet be the case in relation to the present generation. But even if we would have to take the rights of or obligations to future generations into account, they would not forge more stringent obligations than those emanating from these principles.

Comments on paragraph a
The question what is “a credible and realistic worst case scenario” and who are “eminent climate change experts” is not a legal issue. There will unavoidably be some dispute about these issues, but there is little we can do to solve them. We quite strongly believe that this principle requires reliance on the most demanding reduction scenario submitted by IPCC\textsuperscript{192} or, if more demanding, by a substantial number of other eminent experts. According to IPCC:

“If scenarios that are likely\textsuperscript{193} to maintain warming at below 2°C are characterized by a 40% to 70% reduction in GHG emissions by 2050, relative to 2010 levels, and near zero in 2100.”\textsuperscript{194}

In our view, a mere likelihood of “66-100%” is an insufficiently sound and safe basis to determine the reductions of GHGs legally required. If the just-mentioned scenario were to serve as the basis for calculations of the reductions legally required, the highest percentage (70) should be adopted.

The ILA rightly observes that new scientific knowledge requires continuous assessment of the obligations.\textsuperscript{195} We also second its view that “(i) improvements in scientific knowledge about damage from climate change – for instance, shifting a threat from plausible but not conclusively scientifically proven risk to likely harm – will require the substitution of precautionary measures with preventive measures.”\textsuperscript{196}

**Comments on paragraph b**

Paragraph b provides a very narrow escape: completely disproportionate cost. The combination of “disproportionate” and “completely” underscores that this principle can only be invoked in exceptional circumstances. All kinds of ordinary misfortunes and even events with considerable deleterious consequences for large groups of people around the globe, such as global financial crises, are by no means a justification to

\textsuperscript{193} I.e., a 66-100% likelihood; see IPCC 5\textsuperscript{th} Assessment Synthesis Report, Climate Change 2014, Longer Report, adopted November 1, 2014 p. SYR-4.
\textsuperscript{194} IPCC, longer report (previous footnote) p. SYR-39.
\textsuperscript{195} O.c. art. 7B para 3.
\textsuperscript{196} Commentary to art. 7 supra 17.
lower the standard of principle 1. This should be so even if these events would temporarily impair the exercise of one or more social or economic rights of (a major part of) the population. That may sound heartless, but any other position would lay the foundation for much more serious global evil and, by the same token, more serious and long-lasting impairment of social and economic rights.

By way of hypothetical example: if a substantial number of eminent and credible experts would realistically conclude that global GHG emissions would have to be reduced by 80% before 2020, whereas the next worst scenario painted by equally eminent experts would require “only” a reduction of 60% before 2030, it might be completely disproportionate to assume the former scenario, given that in this example the only way to reduce GHG emissions by 2020 by 80% might (and probably will) end up in global economic devastation. But even in the latter scenario, one should bear in mind that the toll in human and economic terms will be significantly higher if we would ignore the view of the formerly mentioned “very few eminent experts,” if it would turn out that their view is right.

So it is far from self-explanatory that one could adopt the 60%-scenario. It is very difficult to go into more detail as the answer depends on the balancing of the diverging interests; such a balancing cannot be executed in the abstract. Some economic hardship right now will be an unavoidable toll that has to be accepted if the consequences would otherwise be even greater devastation. More likely than not, society does not have to make such choices. It is possible to achieve major reductions with existing technologies. On an overall basis, this would not seriously jeopardise the economy of the world (though some areas that are now particularly dependent on fossil fuels would experience real dislocations). It may be impossible to do so, so to speak, overnight. Hence, if application of this principle would have unbearably harsh consequences, a short “adaptation period” may be allowed if, in the meantime, effective steps are taken to achieve the required GHG reductions in the shortest

---

197 Several international tribunals and national superior courts have ruled that, e.g., major cuts of retirement benefits and/or wages amount to such a violation, despite the alleged need to do so in light of the financial crisis.
possible time and if such a *term de grâce* would not result in potentially even harsher and irreversible consequences in the future.\textsuperscript{198}

**Definitions**

**Introduction: why do we need to distinguish among countries?**

In our view the starting point of the obligations of all nation states to curb their GHG emissions is the amount of reduction needed to avoid passing the two degree threshold (Principle 6). In our view, the overwhelming part of GHG reductions has to be achieved by above permissible quantum countries (henceforth also referred to as APQ countries). We have struggled with the question whether and, if so, how to distinguish among APQ countries. Our debate has long been dominated by a further divide between above- or below-average countries.\textsuperscript{199} It may make sense to impose stricter obligations on countries with emissions that are above the global average and less obligations on those with below average emissions. Most of them have been major historical GHG emitters. Moreover, they represent most of the richer countries that have the resources to take the required mitigation measures.

We still believe that the latter distinction has its merits, but it also entails a few shortcomings that caused us to abandon it.

Not all above-average countries find themselves in the same or even in a sufficiently similar position. China may serve as an example. According to the most recent statistics, its per capita GHG emissions exceed those of Europe.\textsuperscript{200} But China has not made a major contribution to historical GHG emissions and it still contends with poor communities although its wealth is increasing rapidly.

---

\textsuperscript{198} A scenario as painted in the text may fall under the umbrella of Principle 23.

\textsuperscript{199} Calculated on a per capita basis. For our purpose, a country was labelled as above average if, in a given year, per capita emissions, calculated for the relevant country, exceeded the average. Below average meant that the emissions of the country did not exceed the global average.

\textsuperscript{200} Based on The Conversation, Global carbon report: emissions will hit new heights in 2014, 21 September 2014; reference is made to the Global Carbon Project.
A more flexible approach than above or below average seems preferable. The obvious disadvantage of this flexibility is its vagueness. One could imagine further distinguishing, say 25, 50 and 100% above the permissible quantum of a specific country. Once again, these categories would be somewhat arbitrary; we would be unable to provide a sound legal underpinning for such or any other distinctions apart from below or above permissible quantum. The same holds true for a sliding scale. Overstretching the obligations of a relatively small group of major emitters may turn out to be counter productive; there is a “fair” chance that the countries in point would argue that they are unfairly treated because the major part of the reduction-burden falls upon them.

How to calculate GHG-emissions?
The example of China mentioned above suggests another refinement of reduction duties. China is a major exporter. A considerable proportion of China’s emissions is a consequence of producing goods for export.

We have also considered whether production for export along the lines just mentioned would justify attribution of the relevant GHG emissions to the country where the products will (ultimately) be used or to the seat or main place of business of the enterprise in point. Seen from a moral angle, such an approach might carry weight. Moreover, it would prevent evasion of obligations by repatriation. We could well imagine that this would be(come) an issue to be discussed and ultimately decided in international negotiations. But we cannot discern a sufficiently solid legal basis for such a submission. See, for further elaboration, supra Principle 4 below.

We reiterate that this debate is unrelated to the obligation to reduce a country’s GHG emissions to the permissible level. It comes into play only in relation to the obligations mentioned in Principles 8, 16, 19 and 23.

There is no obvious answer to the question how to count GHG emissions in specific fields, such as air transport. The relevant GHG emissions could be attributed to the country of departure or arrival or any country overflown by the plane. The allocation
may have a more than marginal impact on the calculations. We do not have a concrete answer to this kind of questions.201

One may also wonder whether GHG emissions brought about by manufacturing products in country A for the export into country B count as emissions by A or B. In our view, they count as emissions by country A. First, any other calculation would, at least, be practically difficult.202 203 Ever more products, semi-manufactured goods or components travel around the globe before they are put together in a final product. The only practical way to allocate the GHG emissions is to attribute the emissions of every phase of the process to the country where they occur. This seems also fair. The country of “production” mostly reaps the fruits of that activity.204 Last but not least: as a rule of thumb, States are not responsible for a business decision to migrate (part of) a manufacturing process to another (often so-called “low wages”) country; they cannot influence it and will often be unhappy with the decision, as it takes place at the expense of local employment and tax revenues. If there would be a legal basis to attribute GHG emissions of an outsourced activity to, f.i., the parent company, that

201 See, in more detail, International Civil Aviation Organization (a UN Agency), the aviation industry’s contribution to climate change has not been given due attention: Grounded, How ICAO failed to tackle aviation and climate change and what should happen. Similar questions arise in the context of military operations conducted by airplanes.

202 There is work going into this now; see, in more detail: http://www.pnas.org/content/108/21/8903 and http://www.wiod.org/conferences/groningen/paper_Boitier.pdf.

203 Several members of the group would intuitively or for fairness’ sake be in favour of attribution to the country of consumption. But this would end up in a hopeless bureaucracy. It presupposes that there would be reliable statistics about the consumption in each single country about all products. That may be the case for some products and some countries (see, e.g., statistics provided by Index mundi and Statista), but almost certainly not for all countries and all products. Next, the emissions may depend on the use of the products; cars or lamps may serve as an example. Finally, emissions flowing from manufacturing would have to be deducted or ignored in some countries (not obvious which countries), but only to the extent their products would be used for consumption in a wealthy country (again not crystal clear which countries would fall in the latter category). Hence our conclusion: this would be unworkable.

204 Admittedly, the consumption would be “enjoyed” in the countries of consumption. “Enjoyed” between inverted commas, as quite a few products are unhealthy.
would be far from self-explanatory for attribution of the emissions of these *enterprises* to the relevant state.\textsuperscript{205}

As time progresses, ever more countries will probably try to effectuate countervailing measures to offset their GHG emissions. This raises the question how the GHG emissions of these countries have to be calculated. If and to the extent that GHG emissions can be “removed” safely and for a sufficiently long period, they can be offset, in that they can be deducted from the GHG emissions; see also Principle 5. Thus we do not express any view about the safety and desirability of any specific measure. We stick to the observation that the precautionary principle will equally come into play in relation to the safety and desirability of these countervailing measures.

We realise that this approach may hamper calculations; it may even be fraught with difficulties. After all, offsetting requires reliable information which can be controlled by independent institutions. It may be difficult to obtain such information. Similar questions arise in the context of Principle 18. Only reductions that were directly brought about through means provided by a particular country can be offset by that country. This may again complicate calculations and require difficult monitoring mechanisms. These inherent challenges will have to be solved on a case-by-case basis. In case of doubt, offsetting should not be allowed.

*(Un)certainty about the number of the population*

The exact number of the population may be unknown in some countries. In those instances, the most reliable estimate should be used.\textsuperscript{206} Exact accuracy is not required here. The numbers will change every second. For that purpose, “within the relevant year” should be clarified. The more plausible solution seems: as per January 1 at 00.00 hours of the given year. We realise that this approach may stimulate or turn out to be

\textsuperscript{205} One could argue that countries are responsible for consumption decisions, but it is open to debate whether that would be true in light of a series of trade agreements and the like.

\textsuperscript{206} Worldometers might be the most accurate point of reference.
to the benefit of countries with “excessive” population growth. Such a growth is clearly to the detriment of a wide spectrum of sustainability issues. Perhaps there is a need for a revision of numbers for countries with fast-growing populations. We cannot discern a (solid) legal basis for fixing specific rules to that effect to determine what would be an “acceptable” rate of population growth. These issues belong to the realm of (international) politics.

**Principle 2**
In line with the (still) prevailing view, we acknowledge the importance of the common but differentiated responsibilities maxim; see Principle 14. Hence, we distinguish between developed, developing and least developed countries. It accordingly matters whether a country falls into one of these categories.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no commonly accepted definition of “developed” or “developing” country.\(^{207}\) We have considered various concepts, such as the annual income per capita.\(^{208}\) But we have finally concluded that our principles would not be well served by referring to a definition that is not commonly accepted.

**Principle 3**
This definition largely speaks for itself.\(^{209}\)

---

\(^{207}\) See [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developing_country](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developing_country) and UN Statistics Division, Composition of macro geographical (continental) sub-regions, and selected economic and other groupings. The UN Conference on Trade and Development provides a list in its publication The Least Developed Countries Report 2011, but we cannot escape the impression that quite a few countries – such as Bahrain, Liechtenstein, Monaco but also Argentina, Botswana and South Africa – have been overlooked. Be it as it may, the latter list is not commonly accepted. Hence, we refrained from defining “developed” and “developing” countries, which only enter the scene in Principle 9.

\(^{208}\) We have also considered to borrow from the Montreal Convention on Ozone Reduction. Yet, there is major difference compared with that Convention, in that it provides detailed information about the respective obligations, which are the fruit of an international bargaining process. Unfortunately, there is not (yet) a sufficient international agreement in relation to the reduction of GHG emissions.

\(^{209}\) We acknowledge that under almost all imaginable scenarios, increasing emissions by a few and insufficient cuts by other major GHG emitting countries will dominate the world totals. The world would be a safer place if all countries would be willing to comply with our principles.
The maximum emissions per capita in a given year should be consistent with a plan of steady emission reductions (the “glide path”). By way of simplified example,²¹⁰ suppose current GHG emissions are equivalent to 50 billion metric tons of CO2, and suppose respecting the two-degree threshold is compatible with a steady-state rate of 10 billion tons of CO2 equivalent from 2050 to eternity.²¹¹ Then we need a glide path to reduce the annual emissions down to 10 billion, consistent with the two-degree threshold. Here annual reductions of ca. 4.5% would work. This would mean that the permissible quantum would be:

50.00 billion (2015)
47.75
45.61
43.56
41.60
39.73
37.95
36.24
34.61
33.06
31.57
30.15
28.80
27.51
26.27
25.09 billion (2030)
23.96
22.89
21.86
20.88

²¹⁰ This example does not fully account for the residence time of various greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and other timing issues. Nor does it account for emissions from aviation and international shipping.
²¹¹ More likely than not, GHG emissions will have to be reduced by 2050 to close to zero.
This glide path would lead to excess emissions (above the steady-state rate of 10 billion) of 540 billion metric tons of CO2 equivalent, and it would be a permissible glide path only if it does not get us above +2 degrees. Then each annual quota would be divided among countries according to their population in this year to calculate the permissible quantum for the particular country in the particular year. The rest would follow as we have it in the principles.

Governments are not allowed to push their reduction obligations forward in time, thus reducing the reductions right now and offering all kinds of pledges about future reductions. If countries are allowed to delay reductions, the likelihood that they will not be performed rises. The governments that make pledges to perform in the future may themselves lose power, and there is no guarantee that other governments will adhere to them. Secondly, leading politicians have reiterated on numerous occasions that it is high noon and that far reaching reductions should have been achieved already.
Such a position is irreconcilable with a new set of pledges about future steps, not accompanied by an appropriate level of reductions in the present. Thirdly, it is a legal imperative to start right now. There is a striking parallel with a factory emitting dangerous waste into a lake. Up to a certain level, the pollution does not create serious difficulties. It will not affect fish stocks or biodiversity or make the water undrinkable. Once a certain threshold is crossed, irreversible damage will occur. It goes without saying that the defence that the lake will not become irreversibly impaired because emissions will stop in the future fails. Despite this point of departure, Principle 18 provides a solution if a country has taken all steps reasonably available but nevertheless has failed to fulfil its obligation.

One may wonder why States and enterprises are allowed at all to emit GHG, assuming that it would be possible to achieve carbon neutrality straightaway. That is a difficult and a delicate issue. Our answer is that:

a) it is not unlawful to emit GHG in a specific year if the emissions are reduced to such an extent that they no longer cause (major) harm if the glide path is respected in relation to future GHG emissions;

b) additional reductions would unnecessarily harm the interests of the State or enterprise in point;

c) we say unnecessarily because there is no justification for giving emitters a “free ride” in subsequent years by allowing them to use the remaining carbon budget.

Principle 4
This definition speaks for itself. Hereinafter, above and below permissible quantum countries will be referred to as APQ, respectively BPQ countries.

---

footnotes:

212 In most instances a rather hypothetical scenario.
213 It is probably common ground in tort and environmental law that States and enterprises are, within certain limits, entitled to all kinds of emissions, even if these emissions may cause some damage, either individually or together with emissions by others. The case of climate change is different, primarily in light of the magnitude of the impending losses. This magnitude requires bold and effective mitigation. But that is not to say that States or enterprises should bear the full reduction burden in the shortest possible term, if the losses can still be avoided if others in the near future also curb their emissions.
Principle 5

We do not express a view on the safety or acceptability of alternative measures, such as geo-engineering and carbon sequestration. They are briefly addressed below. Again we believe that they should be accommodated only subject to the precautionary principle.

This principle addresses neither the measures that would qualify as means of reduction, nor the manner in which reduction will be calculated. Planting trees, e.g., probably reduces the GHG in the atmosphere, but we do not express a view whether planting trees counts as a reduction measure. Addressing these types of difficulties would go beyond our expertise.

Obligations of states and enterprises

Principle 6

The legal underpinning of this principle has been explained above in § 4. Unlike the determination of the reduction obligations of the respective States and enterprises, international and human rights law also support this principle.

It follows from the logic of the legal principles that underlie the obligations that we set out for States and enterprises that obligations should also be extended to other parties and even to every individual. However, we do not explicitly mention other parties. Firstly, we accept that the primary obligations for reducing emissions should rest on States and enterprises because they have the ability to effect major reductions.

Secondly, we believe that it will be well-nigh impossible to enforce obligations to reduce emissions against individuals.

---


215 This is not to suggest that individuals can lean backwards. We second the view, submitted by the High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons, A new global partnership, o.c. p. 8, that “individuals must transform the way they generate and consume energy.”
Suppose the glide path that safely keeps us below +2 degrees allows a permissible total of N tons of CO2 equivalent for the current year. Then the permissible quantum for this year is obtained by dividing N by the number of people in the world.

**Principle 7**

The first sentence follows from the wrongfulness formula discussed above in § 4.4. Given the seriousness of the threats of climate change and the urgent need to reduce GHG emissions, measures that can be effected at no relevant additional cost must be taken.

The principle is about, among other issues, the need to use carbon energy in an efficient way. Fiona Kinniburgh’s report provides ample support for this duty.\(^{216}\) According to an IFC report, a lot can be achieved without too much inconvenience.\(^{217}\)

It is close to impossible to give a definition of “relevant”. The question of what is meant by “relevant” has to be determined in light of all circumstances, such as those enumerated in Principle 16 and the relationship between the additional expense and the total amount that has to be spent. An additional investment of, say, US$ 1 million will usually not be relevant in relation to a project which requires a total expenditure of US$ 1 billion; the (future) benefits of GHG reduction also play an important role to determine whether costs are relevant. In brief, one has to balance various factors. In view of the urgency to come to grips with climate change, one should be cautious to attach a meaning to “relevant” that would serve as an easy excuse to refrain from taking measures to reduce emissions.

The second sentence may be more controversial. Yet, the steps advocated seem quite reasonable, given that they are only about “excessive” power consumption “where possible”.\(^{218}\) No doubt, opinions will greatly diverge as to the meaning of “excessive”.

---


\(^{217}\) See Environmental, Health and Safety General Guidelines, p. 18ff; see also Pathways to deep decarbonization, o.c. p. xiv.

\(^{218}\) See, for a similar view, A new global partnership, o.c. p. 8.
People used to powerful air-conditioning in luxury hotel rooms may believe that it is ridiculous to open a window and switch off the air-conditioning; others may believe that it is “convenient” to heat rooms or offices up to, say, 24 degrees Celsius. We realise that our submissions require a paradigm shift. However, we suggest that “relevant” should be defined narrowly and that the law should reject most of these arguments on the basis that they concern luxuries and not significant needs. The concept of equity\textsuperscript{219} and the principle of sustainable development point to a much more egalitarian \textit{GHG-emitting} world, in which it is no longer possible for those in “developed” countries to argue that they are entitled to luxuries that harm the environment. It therefore might be necessary for states to enact legislation that ensures low-carbon lifestyles.\textsuperscript{220}

The duty to take measures which do not require additional cost can be extended easily to underlie a duty to abandon broad fossil fuel subsidies. It would produce a dual benefit for states: they would save money that would otherwise go to subsidies and at the same time effectively stimulate (or remove obstacles for) renewable energy. This leaves untouched that there might be instances where fossil fuel subsidies are justified, in particular to poor people, homes for the elderly or hospitals for the poor that otherwise would be doomed to disappear.

\textbf{Principle 8}

This principle is about “excessive emissions”. The question whether emissions are “excessive” has to be answered by comparing available alternatives within reach.

\textsuperscript{219} See art. 3 and 4 ILA-draft and the report by the Lowenstein Clinic, in particular supra 1) iv, 2) ii.
\textsuperscript{220} Recent developments in China may serve as an example; see, for details, \url{http://www.china.org.cn/government/whitepaper/2013-11/10/content_30555331.htm}; see also Chris Goodall, how to live a low-carbon life, 2nd ed. So, in the hotel example, States might have to require hotels to set air-conditioning to a maximum of 24 degrees and to a maximum heating of 19 degrees Celsius, which can be overridden only for guests with certified medical conditions that require greater cooling/heating.
Activities which emit excessive GHGs perhaps may be acceptable when countervailing measures are taken to offset the “excess.” Yet, new activities that produce excessive GHG emissions may have to be endured in the case of least developed nations, e.g., in case of a least developed country with abundant coal reserves that would otherwise have to make use of more expensive cleaner alternatives. The desirability to use the limited available funds to lift populations from poverty will justify exceptions in these situations.\textsuperscript{221} Still, least developed countries will be required to opt for cleaner technologies if developed countries or other entities, such as development banks, provide the technical or additional financial means to the extent that resources will still be available for poverty alleviation; see the last sentence of this principle.\textsuperscript{222}

We don’t close our eyes to an emerging trend of aid switching: what used to be aid for poverty alleviation now becomes aid for reducing GHG emissions. In this scenario, the least developed nation has incurred further obligations without receiving any \textit{real} benefits. This is a difficult and delicate matter. One could argue it both ways: switching should not qualify as a reduction for the above-average nations that provide assistance to reduce GHG emission, or, alternatively, that countries are not legally entitled to reduce aid for poverty in exchange for support to reduce GHG emissions which would mean that “aid switching” is allowed. We do not express a pertinent view in this debate.\textsuperscript{223}

\textbf{Principle 9}

The rationale and legal basis for this principle are similar to those expressed in relation to Principle 7. This principle may imply that money has to be borrowed to achieve

\textsuperscript{221} See, f.i., Burns H. Weston and Tracy Bach, Recalibrating the Law of Humans with the Law of Nature: Climate Change, Human Rights, and Intergenerational Justice, \url{www.vermontlaw.edu/...Law.../Publications-x4049.htm}.

\textsuperscript{222} Principle 9 of the Rio Declaration provides some basis for this submission. See also – inter alia – Decision -/COP.20 (Advance unedited version) supra 4 and the Annex (Elements for a draft negotiating text) supra G and H.

\textsuperscript{223} One of the reasons for not doing so is that it is common knowledge that a not insignificant part of “aid” does not reach the populations for whom the money is given.
reduction. As a general rule, this can reasonably be expected as long as the cost will be offset by the benefits, e.g., by lower energy consumption.

Not every enterprise or even nation state may be able to borrow money, let alone at “affordable” rates. If this is so, higher interest rates may mean that the benefits will no longer make up for the cost.

A similar duty cannot be imposed on vulnerable least developed nations. As previously mentioned, the high cost of borrowing for these nations often will mean that they cannot be offset by benefits. Moreover, the futures of these nations are frequently too unpredictable for these types of calculations to be made effectively. It is therefore proposed that they should be excluded from the duty. Naturally it would be in the general interest of all nations if even the least developed states were to take these measures but then only where the up-front cost is incurred by others (developed states, development banks or other institutions).

Least developed nations will have to realise reductions in these circumstances, even if they are required to indemnify those who have incurred the costs, once the benefits have been achieved. Exactly how this is to be done will be a matter to be negotiated between the relevant country and the institution in question.

The just-mentioned exception can also be invoked by local enterprises in the most vulnerable states. It may become very difficult to determine whether an enterprise is local or not. It is also open to argument that production for exports also may have benefits for local communities. Perhaps the basic distinction should merely be between local enterprises and the local branches of foreign enterprises or enterprises that produce goods only or substantially for others that have outsourced. That, we think, is reconcilable with Principle 23. The latter comes into play only in relation to obligations. If an enterprise could invoke the “defence” mentioned in the last sentence of Principle 9, it is only under an obligation to take specific steps if the up-front costs are incurred by others.

224 See, for a comparable approach, the ILA draft Commentary to art. 5 supra 11 and Sands/Peel, o.c. p. 278ff. and 685/6.

225 By way of example: art. 10:401 of the Principles of European Tort Law provides a rule about reduction of damages for exceptional cases if, in light of the financial situation of the parties, full compensation would be an oppressive burden. This provision, in line with the law
Principle 10
As a general rule, it is the result that counts. If a State or an enterprise is able to meet its reduction obligations by lawful means, the path that it takes to arrive there does not matter. However, this is subject to a few provisos. First, the ambit of the obligations set out in Principles 7, 8 and 9 will remain the same whatever method for complying with them is chosen. Secondly, Principle 18 determines when above permissible quantum countries can meet their reduction obligations by providing support to others. In its judgement in *Brincat and others v. Malta*, quoted above, the ECHR emphasises the margin of appreciation enjoyed by States in determining the measures they must take in order to comply with obligations.226
The reductions needed can be achieved by various means; it would be sensible to allow for a “mix” of solutions.227

Principle 11
With the exception of a handful of countries (China, the U.S., the Russian Federation and India), no single country emits more GHGs than approximately 5% of the global emissions. No single enterprise exceeds 0,5%.228
Most enterprises contribute less than 0,1% per enterprise. This creates difficulties when a causal link between emitters and harm caused by climate change is to be established in claims for damages.229 Thankfully, these intractable problems can be left

---

226 Para 101.
228 That view is challenged by Richard Heede, Climate Change (2014) p. 229ff. In his submission, 63% of the GHG emissions between 1854 and 2010 can be attributed to 90 “entities”: 56 crude oil and gas producers, 37 coal extractors and 7 cement producers. If we understand correctly, he attributes emissions by subsequent users to the former “entities.”
229 To avoid any misunderstanding: we do explicitly not suggest that any country would have to reduce its emissions in relation to its contribution to the global emissions in a given year. The argument developed here is about a different topic, i.e., is a minor contribution a defense or can it suffice to constitute “wrongfulness”? 
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aside for our purpose. But minimal causation may also rear its head where the question is merely whether a State or enterprise has a duty to take steps to reduce emissions (in brief, a wrongfulness issue).

This principle is cautiously drafted. It aims to remove the minimal “causation” defence (for instance, in case of litigation for injunctive relief). To stick to the basics, the question is whether a (very) minor contribution to an emerging global loss can be labelled as “wrongful” or unlawful. To the best of our knowledge, there is hardly any doctrine or explicit case law on this point. That is not surprising. The issue rarely arises in typical tort law litigation. However, we do not think that minimal contributions should be an insurmountable obstacle to the conclusion that conduct is unlawful. Firstly, it would seem that even small gross contributions to global emissions cannot be regarded as minimal. We contend that a country which contributes more than, say, 0.5% of global emissions makes a significant contribution to global emissions. Moreover, duties should be imposed on countries even where they make only minimal contributions to global emissions, such as, say, less than 0.1%. If not, it would trivialise law as a regulatory tool. It would only be of relevance in cases that, by comparison, concern insignificant issues. It would imply that only a handful of countries and at best a couple of enterprises would have to carry the burden of reducing GHG emissions. It could also mean that secession from an existing country – by no means a theoretical example these days – might entail considerable benefits; the new and smaller country might no longer have reduction obligations, because the contribution to the global emissions would be minimal.

230 Causation plays a role in relation to, f.i., claims for damages. That issue is not addressed by our principles. It is far less an issue in relation to, e.g., injunctive relieve; see, for further elaboration, Climate change remedies, o.c. par. 1.3.

231 The IBA asks the question whether the same or different standards should apply in case of preventive and ex post remedies. It seems to believe that the issue here is (primarily) causation; o.c. p. 130.

232 That is arguably not entirely true. Minimal contributions may not serve as an obstacle for the enforcement of obligations on the basis of human rights and international law, despite the fact that the latter two do not point to sufficiently precise and pertinent obligations.

233 See, for further elaboration, Spier’s contribution in Climate change remedies, o.c. p. 10ff and in relation to wrongfulness p. 41ff.
In tort law, the materialisation of a very remote risk often suffices for establishing liability if the loss that could flow from it would be significant. Courts around the globe have been willing to hold defendants accountable for all kinds of events despite the minimal and, at times, extremely remote likelihood that losses would occur. The potential losses that may be related to climate change are of a different magnitude than those that are incurred in “typical” tort cases. It would be very unsatisfactory to apply a lower standard even while the stakes are higher. We submit that the spirit with which established legal principles are applied in other contexts should prevail also in the unique setting of climate change and in relation to marginal contributions.234

This conclusion is supported by other developments. In the course of the last decades, legislation and case law in quite a few countries have come to the aid of vulnerable people and the environment. That goes for (serious) personal injury, product liability, and liability for labour accidents and occupational diseases (such as asbestos-related illnesses) but equally for less important issues such as the use of general terms and conditions and other kinds of consumer protection235 and, in the field of the environment, all kinds of pollution and environmental degradation. This seems to point to a universal trend: the willingness to come to grips with the apparent demands of our society, particularly to protect vulnerable people and groups. It is in the spirit of this development that we do not believe that minimal contribution is an insurmountable obstacle.

Principle 12
As mentioned before, our principles are based on an amalgamation of international and national law. In this light, this principle ought to be self-explanatory. No doubt, it

234 See, in more detail, Shaping the law for global crises and particularly Climate change remedies, o.c. with further references. We do realise the doctrinal difference between both issues mentioned in the text. The first issue mentioned in the text is about causal links where it is unlikely that harm would follow, while the issue in point is whether there is or should be a minimum contribution of a specific contributor if it is clear that the result will occur. There is a fluid line between both. It would be difficult to justify a very different approach in light of the close connection.
235 See, for examples, Marshall S. Shapo, Tort Law and Culture, p. 126 ff.
probably is controversial in quite a few countries, including increasingly in Europe.\textsuperscript{236} We realise, of course, that courts will have an easy escape if they would interpret the law as it stands differently. We can only hope that courts reluctant to apply rules as set forth by these principles\textsuperscript{237} will be prepared to be inspired by other courts willing to take a more progressive stance. Judges willing to apply our principles or similar rules, even if their own legal system sets lower standards, should feel encouraged by the predominant view, including among leading politicians, that it is high noon and that much more must be done to avoid that we pass the fatal threshold. These and similar messages, quite often in the format of solemn pledges, cannot be interpreted in another way than that the present standards or practice fall short. In such a scenario, it would be unsatisfactory to apply the latter clearly insufficient “standards”. Even if international courts or tribunals are willing to step in, execution is often fraught with difficulties.\textsuperscript{238}

\textbf{Obligations of states}

\textbf{Principle 13}

The legal basis for this principle was already explained above.

“Within their territory or control” is borrowed from the ILA draft.\textsuperscript{239}

\textsuperscript{236} See, in more detail, Duncan B. Hollis, The Oxford Guide to Treaties, p. 367 ff. Dinah Shelton puts its eloquently as follows: “(...) human rights are maximum claims on society, elevating concern for the environment above a mere policy choice that may be modified or declared at will. Rights are inherent attributes of human beings that \textit{must be respected in any well-ordered society}” (emphasis added) in Malgosia Fitzmaurice, David M. Ong and Panos Merkouris (eds.), Research Handbook on International Environmental Law p. 265. See further Michal Gondek, The Reach of Human Rights in a Globalising World: Extraterritorial Application of Human Rights Treaties. The UK is an example of increasing unease with the idea that Parliament would not be sovereign and that English judges might have to apply any foreign law that runs contrary to English law; see, e.g. The Rt Hon. Lord Judge, Constitutional Change: Unfinished Business, University College London, 4 December 2013.\textsuperscript{237} I.e., almost certainly, based on less stringent obligations; see, for a rather different view, Lord Neuberger, The UK Constitutional Settlement and the Role of the UK Supreme Court; this lecture can be downloaded from the website of the Supreme Court (of the UK).\textsuperscript{238} See, f.i., Gerhard Loibl, in Malgosia Fitzmaurice, David M. Ong and Panos Merkouris (eds.), Research Handbook on International Environmental Law p. 437ff. See also Climate change remedies, o.c. p. 77ff.\textsuperscript{239} Art. 7A para 1.
We realise that it will be virtually impossible to curb GHG emissions to the permissible quantum straightaway. Solutions are available, but it will take some time to install the technologies and/or take other appropriate steps to implement those solutions. Solar and wind energy are, for example, readily available but not necessarily to the extent needed to satisfy energy needs on a global scale. Even if they are available to the extent needed, it will take some time to install the technologies needed to meet these needs. For this reason, the duty is qualified: reductions must be attained “within the shortest time feasible”. However, this is intended to be a strict test. It does not allow for the consideration of affordability or hardship.

If and to the extent that a country with GHG emissions above the permissible quantum cannot curb its GHG emissions to the permissible level in a given year, it must take offsetting measures as mentioned in Principle 5 and/or provide technical and/or financial means as mentioned in Principle 18.

Principle 14
According to article 5 of the ILA draft, states have common but differentiated responsibilities.\(^{240}\) ILA also points to their “respective capabilities” (para 1). This means, inter alia, that “the most advanced” states shall take the lead “in addressing climate change by adopting more stringent mitigation commitments and in assisting developing States, in particular the least developed among them, (...) in addressing climate change”. Developing states, in particular the least developed among them, “shall be subject to less stringent mitigation commitments” (para 3). The Commentary gives a detailed description of the background to this important principle, embedded in art. 3 FCCC. It is labelled “an overarching principle”, “routinely referred to in FCCC

\(^{240}\) See, recently, also the Ministerial Declaration of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Group of 77 and China of 26 September 2014 supra 14, 15, 24, 52 and 55 and Sands/Peel, o.c. p. 230ff. This concept is mentioned in almost all versions of “Elements for a draft negotiating text”, an Annex to Decision -/COP.20 (Advance unedited version).
COP decisions and Ministerial Declarations”. The ILA observes that there exists “less common ground (...) on the relevant criteria for differentiation.” The ILA recognises – and clearly accepts – that “to the extent that per capita emissions in developing countries are still low, these will grow, within reason and in a sustainable manner, to meet their social and development needs”. We second the views mentioned above, but we have tried to be a little bit more explicit and specific in Principle 15. We observe, in the meanwhile, that ILA’s proposition clearly is geared towards sustainable growth.

We also refer to the observations made in the report by the Lowenstein Clinic, supra the Principle of Equity. One of the features of common but differentiated responsibilities is that countries with relatively low historical contributions to the present level of GHG in the atmosphere should not be required to bear the same burden for addressing the problems as the major contributors to the current state.

As already explained above in § 3.2, we believe that our per capita approach by and large encapsulates the common but differentiated responsibilities concept, although there is also a need that its obligations should be further limited for the least developed countries.

Principle 15

This principle follows from the concept of common but differentiated responsibilities. Obligations that are imposed on the shoulders of the least developed countries would

---

241 Commentary supra 1. Yet, “developed” countries apparently get worried; they increasingly stress that the future system should be applicable to all; see ILA Commentary to art. 5 supra 14.
242 Commentary supra 6.
243 Art. 4 para 2 (a), with an explanation in the Commentary supra 4.
244 See also: art. 4 UNFCCC and art. 10 Kyoto Protocol.
246 See also, for further references, in Climate change remedies, o.c. p. 43ff.
jeopardise the eradication of poverty in these countries. That would be an unacceptable result. These countries have only two obligations: to bring about reductions that can be achieved at no cost (Principle 7) and to align with Principles 8 and 9.

**Principle 16**
This principle is inspired by the concept of common but differentiated responsibilities (Principle 14). But it is only triggered if:

a) the GHG emissions of the relevant country closely approximate the permissible quantum;
b) reducing its GHG emissions to the permissible level would cause *undue hardship to the country*.

As explained above, the common but differentiated responsibilities maxim has already been discounted in the application of the “per capita-approach”. However, this approach cannot do all the work of achieving equity. A fully fledged duty to reduce emissions as set out in Principle 13 may amount to inordinate hardship for least developed countries. Relatively high levels of GHG emissions per capita *may*, for example, be “unavoidable” where countries with relatively poor populations have easy access to carbon fuels such as oil or coal and suffer from extreme weather conditions such as severe winters, extreme summers or low levels of sunshine. An example of a country that could be covered by this proviso might be Uzbekistan.247

Undue hardship points to rather exceptional circumstances. Generally, it cannot be invoked by referring to circumstances that apply to more than a very few countries.

Principle 23 provides an additional escape if certain exceptional circumstances were to prevail. The latter principle comes into play if a country does *not* meet its obligations to reduce its GHG emissions. If obligations are ameliorated on the basis of this Principle 16, Principle 23 will not be applicable.

247 Its GHG emissions per capita are relatively high while the GDP per capita is low (approximately US$ 2000).
Principle 17
There may be various reasons why the permissible quantum may change over time, the most important being that climate change science progresses and that states are unlikely to reduce emissions to permissible levels. So far, climate change experts have painted an ever grimmer picture. The same may well happen in the near future. It follows that countries close to, but still below, the permissible quantum may, in the future, find that their emissions exceed permissible levels (meaning that they have become above permissible quantum countries). Hence, their interests and those of society at large would be best served if these countries would anticipate such a scenario, by not increasing their GHG emissions, unless doing so would cause undue hardship. Once again, the answer to the question whether or not hardship will be “undue” depends on a series of relevant factors; the most important probably are those elaborated in Principle 16.\textsuperscript{248}

Principle 18
Not every state may be able to meet its reduction obligations mentioned in Principle 13 straightaway. That goes, in particular, for countries with very high per capita emissions, such as the United States, the United Arab Emirates, Canada, Luxemburg and Australia.\textsuperscript{249} The reductions that have to be brought about in these – and quite a few other countries – are not insignificant. Despite the availability of technical solutions and the opportunities to save GHG emissions by increasing efficiency, it may be (close to) impossible to effectuate the reductions required in the short term. This is not to say that they should not try hard; they must. This principle kicks in if – and only if – countries have taken “all steps reasonably available”.
We realise that the phrase “all steps reasonably available” is open-ended. It follows from Principle 23 that, as a general rule, lack of financial means is not a justification to

\textsuperscript{248} For the meaning of “undue hardship,” we refer to the commentary on Principle 16.

\textsuperscript{249} Figures without land use. The picture changes significantly if land use is taken into account. In the latter case, countries such as Belize, Papua New Guinea, Zambia and Malaysia rank high.
refrain from reducing GHG emissions to the extent required. On the other hand, it would be unrealistic and also unfair to expect that countries should ruin their economies if that would be the only way to arrive immediately at the required reductions. This phrase is used in an attempt to strike a balance. Given the major interests at stake, countries are under an obligation to curb their GHG emissions to the permissible level even if it requires considerable sacrifice. It would be very much contrary to their self-interest and that of the entire globe to postpone reductions unnecessarily. In the latter scenario, the economic toll will be disproportionally higher, although not in the very short term.

The solution advocated in the first sentence entails some significant practical challenges. The cost of reducing GHG emissions in below permissible quantum countries may diverge significantly. This may stimulate a race to countries with the lowest reduction cost to offset the consequences of a shortcoming to fulfil one’s own obligations.\(^{250}\) We do not have a legal solution for this problem. This is one of those areas where a dire need for international agreements exists. But perhaps countries should be expected to act in good faith in assisting others to reduce their emissions.

It may be difficult to calculate or determine the reductions brought about by technical or financial means provided to a “receiving country.” However, there probably are practical steps that can be taken to avoid abuse. That, however, is a matter that goes beyond our expertise.

Some BPQ countries may be tempted to request additional benefits beyond the technical or financial means needed for reduction purposes. Such a stance might be understandable in light of the desperation felt by vulnerable countries. It is hoped that most countries will realise that their citizens will benefit greatly from reductions and

\(^{250}\) Similar difficulties have arisen in relation to the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol. We acknowledge that there will be many practical obstacles to the implementation of this principle. However, we believe that it is necessary to recognise this form of indirect compliance in order to balance the legitimate economic interests of nations with the essential need to meet reduction targets.
that good faith compliance will be so widespread that it will be possible to shun those who abuse this principle.\textsuperscript{251}

Countries providing means to other countries to make up for their failures to comply with reduction obligations have to rely on “receiving countries”. But the “offsetting countries” must take all reasonable steps to ensure that their assistance will be used to achieve the purpose for which it was given.

\textbf{Principle 19}

Even if all countries were to comply with their reduction obligations emanating from the previous principles, a not overly likely compliance scenario, there is a – hopefully remote – chance that the reduction prescribed by Principle 6 cannot be achieved. The reason for this gap lies in the flexibility emanating from Principles 16 and 23, especially if interpreted in a more lenient way than advocated by us.\textsuperscript{252} This principle 19 arguably deals with a rather theoretical issue in light of Principle 3; we can only hope that it is completely redundant. After all, the global reduction obligations have to be recalculated every year. So, for practical purposes, this principle focuses on additional reductions needed in a specific year.

This principle is not intended to address failures by countries to comply with their reduction obligations. We do not think that the remaining countries are under a \textit{legal obligation} to fill gaps caused by non-compliance of others. Such an obligation would also serve as a perverse incentive for irresponsible behaviour. Moreover, it is at least open to debate whether the remaining countries would be \textit{able} to reduce their GHG emissions to the extent needed to “offset” the shortcoming of other major countries.\textsuperscript{253} It goes without saying that it might well be in the very best interest of all countries if the complying countries would be willing to step in to the extent possible in case of

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{251}] We reiterate that our principles are about mitigation. We do not express a view on adaptation. By the same token, we do not address the question whether or not (a specific group of) countries should contribute to the adaptation cost to be incurred by other countries.
\item[\textsuperscript{252}] The consequences of the flexibility rules may be made good by Principles 7 and 9.
\item[\textsuperscript{253}] That depends on the countries in point, of course. It is not difficult to predict which countries might fall into this category. See, about this issue, Shaping the law for global crises, o.c. p. 138ff.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
non-compliance of other states. However, Principle 19 does *not* deal with this issue. After all, the required reductions *can be* achieved by the “defaulting state”, but the goal mentioned in Principle 13 is not reached exactly because of the default of (a few) countries.

As to 19 supra a.
The additional reductions have to be implemented by above permissible quantum and specific developed countries. APQ countries should take the lead, as all of them are “developed” countries.\(^{254}\) Seen from that angle, it seems only fair that they have to assume the burden of additional reductions to the extent reasonably possible. This also follows from Principle 14. The latter obligation also implies that the heaviest burden must fall on the shoulders of the rich countries.

As to 19 supra b.
The APQ countries may not be able to realise additional reductions to the extent needed, although that seems a rather hypothetical scenario. In such a scenario, the remaining countries have to step in, albeit not at their own expense. Only if the below permissible quantum country is a “developed country” must it bear the cost of additional measures itself.\(^{255}\)

**Principle 20**
Regrettably, not every country will comply with its reduction obligations. This has major adverse consequences for the world at large, unless the GHG emissions of the defaulters are negligible. This raises the question whether countries can be forced or coaxed into complying with their obligations. As a matter of fact, it will be difficult to sue defaulters before international tribunals, and even if this were possible, enforceability of the judgments of these tribunals will be fraught with difficulty. Hence, this extremely serious issue will have to be solved in the political arena. As

\(^{254}\) This holds also true for developed countries with relatively modest GHG emissions due to the use of, e.g., nuclear energy.

\(^{255}\) See previous footnote.
long as international politics does not come up with proper solutions, there are only two practical avenues for coming to terms with this enormous challenge:\(^{256}\) a) obligations of enterprises. Even if they are not enforceable in “defaulting” countries, litigation geared at injunctive relief to curb their GHG emissions might stand a better chance in countries where these enterprises have subsidiaries and/or assets. Besides, shareholders could put pressure on the enterprises in point; b) the obligation mentioned in this Principle 20.

This principle aims to provide for a kind of enforcement mechanism. The idea is borrowed from art. 4.4 bis Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, but it has been adapted not insignificantly.

We realise that this obligation may cause tensions in relation to, f.i., WTO-law.\(^ {257}\) That is an important and huge topic in its own right. It certainly needs attention, but that goes beyond the scope of our project.

**Principle 21**

With the exception of the last sentence, the basic idea behind this principle is borrowed from art. 4.6 of the Montreal Protocol.\(^ {258}\) It may serve as an effective obstacle to the erection of facilities that emit inordinate amounts of GHGs. Art. 4.6 of the Montreal Protocol focuses on exports to “non parties.” We have considerably widened this concept. Nevertheless, we have used similar wording; instead of “each party,” we speak of countries, although we realise that most states do not provide

---

\(^{256}\) But it will, at best, solve part of the problem.


\(^{258}\) See also Kinniburgh’s report p. 52ff, and on energy subsidies, the International Monetary Fund, *Energy Subsidy Reform: Lessons and Implications*, January 28, 2013. The IMF observes that, on average, energy subsidies are very much to the benefit of the richest 20% of households (p. 19).
credits, guarantees or insurance (they may serve as re-insurer in specific instances or provide guarantees); they may well provide subsidies or aid.

Countries should arguably be motivated (or could even be legally bound) to enact legislation to the effect that banks and insurers within their jurisdiction are not allowed to provide these financial means, although it is open to debate whether that would be necessary. After all, this principle focuses on activities in violation of Principle 8. In quite a few countries, banks and insurers would commit a tort by enabling, inducing or instigating such activities.259

This principle is in line with the emerging view that countries are under an obligation to ensure that enterprises over which they have jurisdiction comply with human rights.260 As already discussed in § 4.2 and 4.3, climate change is a human rights issue. So it seems to follow that there is a sufficiently sound basis for this obligation.

The second sentence provides an escape for least developed countries; this is in line with Principle 14.

**Principle 22**

This principle seems self-explanatory. Research would be particularly attractive as it could, in the future, mitigate the impact of the compliance failure by making compliance easier or cheaper.261

**Principle 23**

This principle may, prima facie, seem harsh. Indeed, it implies that lack of financial means can only serve as a justification to default upon their reduction duties in exceptional circumstances. However, the principle is deliberately strict for the following reasons:

---

259 See, inter alia, art. 2:211 PEL Liab. Dam.; and – in relation to interference with contracts (a rather similar issue), Dobbs, o.c. par. 447.
260 See, e.g., the Ruggie Principles, in particular IA 1 and 2.
261 See, more generally, IDDRI, pathways to deep carbonization p. xvff.
a) the urgent need to avoid a major catastrophe. This goal can only be achieved if all countries take their obligations seriously and cannot escape but on exceptional grounds;
b) the wide range of excuses that countries will otherwise raise, such as financial crises, local turmoil, long lasting strikes, or severe budget cuts to repay the national debt accrued in times of overspending.\textsuperscript{262} We are not oblivious of the dire consequences that these events sometimes have. But the price if they were allowed to serve as excuses for not reducing emissions would be even higher.

It should also be considered that the principles contain various other more specific provisos that ameliorate the strict duties to reduce emissions. The obligations of BPQ countries are very limited, and those that are just above the threshold are moderate; see further Principles 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 21 and 23. So, for practical purposes, this Principle will predominantly be addressed to wealthier nations. All the more reason for a very strict interpretation.

Moreover and importantly, this principle is in line with the prevailing view in the realm of tort law; see, for elaboration, above § 4.4.

The exemption provided here therefore would apply only in circumstances such as a major natural catastrophe that lays major parts of a country to ruin, or a war which causes widespread devastation.\textsuperscript{263} Whether or not such a scenario may qualify as a temporal justification may depend, inter alia, on the carbon footprint of the new buildings and factories to be erected.

“Sanctions” will depend on the relevant judicial forum or tribunal which issues them. We reiterate that our principles are focused on prevention, so we aim at sanctions, such as injunctive relief or declaratory judgments, that promote emissions reductions or other means of complying with our principles. As already mentioned, our principles do not address compensation or damages.

\textsuperscript{262} See, about these issues from a more general perspective, Council of Europe, Safeguarding human rights in times of economic crises.

\textsuperscript{263} Ironicaly, the GHG emissions of the relevant country may decrease.
Principle 24

A similar provision can be found in Principle 11 of the Rio Declaration: States should enact effective environmental legislation. The ECHR judgement in *Brincat et al. v. Malta*, quoted above, also justifies this principle:

“(…) In the particular context of dangerous activities, special emphasis must be placed on regulations geared to the special features of the activity in question, particularly with regard to the level of the potential risk to human lives. They must govern the licensing, setting up, operation, security and supervision of the activity and must make it compulsory for all those concerned to take practical measures to ensure the effective protection of citizens whose lives might be endangered by the inherent risks (see Öner Yıldız, cited above, §§ 71 and 90).”

Art. 2 ICESCR also imposes a duty on parties to “take steps, individually and through international assistance and co-operation (...) with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative measures.”

The Ruggie Principles also determine that states must enact legislation to ensure that enterprises will not impinge on human rights. States should similarly be obliged to enact and enforce legislation that ensures the reduction of GHG emissions to desired levels.

**Procedural issues**

Principle 25

This principle, in particular the first paragraph and supra a, is barely a revelation.

Access to courts is one of the cornerstones of a series of international treaties and

---

264 See, in relation to the right to information, art. 3 para 1 and 5 para 5, Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, public participation in decision-making and access to justice in environmental matters and Mapping report, A/HRC/25/53 o.c. supra 43 ff. See, for a similar view, IBA report, o.c. p. 133 referring to the independent UN expert John Knox.

265 See also the ECHR judgement *Koyadenko and Others v. Russia*.

266 See the report by the Lowenstein Clinic, supra principle of Equity.

267 See Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights supra I.A.1 and I.B.3 (c).
conventions, among them human rights instruments.\(^{268}\) It is also found in art. 11 of the ALI/Unidroit Principles of Transnational Civil Procedures and in many constitutions. At least on paper, few countries will contest that proceedings must be fair and be adjudicated by independent courts or tribunals; reality may be different in many instances. This holds even more strongly for effective adjudication; a plethora of cases of the ECHR about violation of art. 6 of the European Convention attest to this.

States probably adhere to diverging views on “independence.”\(^{269}\) It goes beyond the scope of our project to dwell upon the meaning of “independent”. The same goes for the important question about “standing” (which parties can submit cases to courts or tribunals). As a matter of fact, opinions diverge on that point. Several human rights courts are reluctant to admit non-governmental organisations, and class actions may well be dealt with differently around the globe. It is open to debate whether litigation could be started on behalf of future generations and, if that would be the case, who could do so.


\(^{269}\) ALI/Unidroit Principles of Civil Procedure require “judicial independence” (1.1), but the Commentary is not overly helpful: “Independence can be considered a more objective characteristic”, o.c. P-1A.
A further difficulty of submitting cases to courts may be that judges may be reluctant to issue judgments that favour plaintiffs in this field. Judges who act to prevent climate change may be decried as activists. In our view, this would be unjustified. Climate change presents an unprecedented challenge to the law. There are well-established legal concepts that can be applied or adopted to ensure that the law will meet the greatest challenge of our time; see § 4 before.

As to b.
The obligation mentioned supra b. may, at first glance, appear to be peculiar in some jurisdictions. Many legal systems recognise the right against self-incrimination. But it is unlikely that states will be subjected to criminal prosecution where they contravene duties to reduce emissions. Moreover, there probably is an emerging trend that parties must present in reasonable detail the relevant facts and describe with sufficient specification the available evidence to be offered in support of their allegations. Generally, the court and each party should have access to relevant and non-privileged evidence and documents, especially in situations where there is informational asymmetry between parties to litigation. See further below supra Obligation 26.

Principle 26
International law, too, provides a sound basis for the obligations set out herein. The Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters probably is the most apparent source. If we ignore the rather vague preamble, quite a few provisions are quite clear. According to art. 1, each party shall guarantee the right of access to information. Art. 3 para 2 requires parties to “endeavour to ensure that officials and authorities

---

270 Art. 11.3 ALI/Unidroit Principles of Transnational Civil Procedure.
271 As previous footnote, art. 16.1.
273 See also Mapping report, o.c. A/HRC/25/53 supra 29ff. and Rio Principle 10 and for many further references (case law, national legislations and national initiatives) Putting Rio Principle 10 into action, Second draft, o.c.
assist and provide guidance to the public in seeking access to information, in (...) seeking access to justice in environmental matters.” Furthermore, parties shall “promote” “environmental education and environmental awareness among the public, especially on how to obtain access to information (...) to obtain access to justice in environmental justice” (art. 3 para 3).  

In Barkas et al. v. Malta, the ECHR stressed the public’s right to information. Moreover and even more importantly, it held that

“The relevant regulations must also provide for appropriate procedures, taking into account the technical aspects of the activity in question, for identifying shortcomings in the processes concerned and any errors committed by those responsible at different levels (see Önerényildiz, cited above, §§ 89-90, and Budayeva and Others, cited above, § 132 ).”

Further down, the Court confirmed that it

“(…) has affirmed a positive obligation of States, in relation to Article 8, to provide access to essential information enabling individuals to assess risks to their health and lives (see, by implication, Guerra and Others, cited above, §§ 57-60; López Ostra, cited above, § 55; McGinley and Egan, cited above, §§ 98-104; and Roche, cited above, §§ 157-69). In the Court’s view, this obligation may in certain circumstances also encompass a duty to provide such information (see, by implication, Guerra and Others, cited above, §§ 57-60; and Vilnes and Others, cited above § 235).”

According to art. 6 (a) i UNFCC, the parties shall promote and facilitate development and implementation of education and public awareness programmes on climate change and its effects. Art. 6 (a) ii protects public access to information.

**Obligations of enterprises**

---

274 See art. 5 para 1 and art. 5 para 7 (b). See, in more detail, Razzaque, o.c. p. 285ff. According to art. 5 para 2 supra a ILA draft, States shall “take policies and measures to address climate change and its adverse effects, and report periodically on these.” See also Chapter VI Environment of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, 2011 Edition.

275 Para 101. See also Serac and CESR v. Nigeria, African Commission; Claude Reyes et al. v. Chile, Inter-American Court.

276 Para 102.
Introduction: diverging views
Next to the obligations mentioned in Principles 7, 8 and 9, we have explored two submissions to concretise the reduction obligations of enterprises. In our meeting in Oslo, the following drafts were discussed:

I.277

“3.1.1 Without prejudice to Principles\textsuperscript{278} 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6,\textsuperscript{279} enterprises (whether or not state owned and whether manufacturers or engaged in the service industry) must curb their GHG-emissions in accordance with Principles 3.1 - 3.3,\textsuperscript{280} i.e. the percentage of reductions globally required in a specific year to arrive at the permissible quantum. 3.1.2 There may be grounds for further reductions where the relevant enterprise is responsible for GHG-effects relevantly and negatively greater than those of comparable enterprises, or where that can reasonably be demanded in view of the (broader) possibilities available to the relevant enterprise and in view of the burdens involved in achieving the further reduction. 3.1.3 There may be ground for a lower level of reductions if an enterprise can demonstrate that its GHG-emissions are already relevantly lower than those of comparable enterprises and if and to the extent that further reductions in line with Principle 3.1 – 3.3\textsuperscript{281} would cause a serious hardship for the enterprise. 3.2 Enterprises in below permissible quantum-countries have differentiated responsibilities, compared with enterprises in above permissible quantum countries,\textsuperscript{282} unless:

a. the former belong to a group of enterprises with its seat in an above average-country;

\textsuperscript{277} At that stage, we had not yet relinquished the distinction above/below average countries, counted on a per capita basis; see above § 3.2.
\textsuperscript{278} Reference is made to the final numbers.
\textsuperscript{279} In the final version, Obligations 7 – 9.
\textsuperscript{280} In the final version, Obligations 6 and 7.
\textsuperscript{281} See previous footnote.
\textsuperscript{282} As mentioned before, we have relinquished the distinction above/below average. Observations in relation to this distinction will not be mentioned.
b. the major part of either the turn-over, the profit or manufacturing activities of a
group of enterprises with a seat in a “below permissible quantum country” stems from
activities in “above average-countries”;
[c. the enterprise predominantly manufactures goods or delivers services for the
benefit of “above average-” countries;
d. the enterprise is predominantly engaged in manufacturing or providing luxury goods
or services].
3.3 Parent companies must secure that their subsidiaries and affiliated enterprises meet
their obligations to curb their GHG-emissions to the extent legally required. This does
not affect the obligations of the subsidiaries, affiliated enterprises, contractors and sub-
contractors. 283
3.4 Enterprises must research further reduction possibilities and disclose their efforts
to reduce their GHG-emissions.
[3.5 If an enterprise has outsourced a major part of its activities, the GHG-emissions of
the contractor will be considered as GHG-emissions of the outsourcing enterprise.]”

II.
Enterprises have to
“disclose their GHG footprints and use all practicable means to reduce them
through increased energy efficiency and greater use of zero- and low-carbon
fuel sources. This should include not only the direct emissions from the
enterprises, but also the emissions from their supply chains, their subsidiaries
and affiliates, and the end users of their goods and services. [Note: the
International Standards Organization in May 2013 published ISO/TS Technical
Specification 14067, relating to the carbon footprint of products. Much other
work is underway on accounting for the GHG emissions from supply chains.”

Draft I, submitted by Jaap Spier, met the following objections: 284

283 See OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.
284 Inter alios Michael Gerrard, Toon Huydecoper, and Jessica Simor expressed disagreement
for one or more of the reasons mentioned in the text.
* it is entirely up to the relevant countries to determine the reduction-obligations of enterprises within their territory;
* the draft is based on a flat rate, and that is not a proper yardstick for enterprises, because its includes such a diverse set of organisations;
* a flat rate does not work in view of the realities of supply chains. The two largest sources of GHG emissions in the world are transport and electricity production;
* as a general rule, all enterprises around the globe should have the same or very similar reduction obligations;
* 3.2 could encourage enterprises to move their seats to “developing countries”;
* the draft mistakenly links the obligations of enterprises to the obligations of the relevant states;
* 3.1 would drive quite a few enterprises, such as power plants, out of business, which would lead to a lack of essential services such as widespread electricity shortages.

A few members seconded this draft. They realise that the objection related to principle 3.2 has some merit. They accept that 3.2 may stimulate some enterprises to move their seat, although they tend to believe that it will not be overly complicated to eliminate this “advantage”. It may also be true that not all enterprises in below permissible quantum countries should be given greater scope to emit GHGs. Indeed, such a view would be difficult to reconcile with the emerging case law in, for instance, India and the Philippines that urges local enterprises to refrain from harmful activities. Besides, enterprises in “developed” countries which, e.g., largely depend on nuclear energy and which belong to the group of BPQ countries, would not need to reduce their emissions.

If all enterprises would have the same reduction obligations, it would undermine the very essence of the concept of common but differentiated responsibilities, as a major part of GHG emissions in most countries can be attributed to enterprises.

---

285 See, for examples, M.C. Mehta, In the public interest, Volume I; Oposa v. Fulgencio Factoran (Supreme Court of the Philippines), Shela Zia v. Wapda, PLD 1994 Supreme Court 693 (Supreme Court of Pakistan) and Brian J. Preston, Climate Change Litigation, and Unconventional natural gas in the courts: An overview.
These members also admit that principle 3.2 is very vague about the precise impact of the common but differentiated responsibilities on the reductions of local enterprises in below permissible quantum countries. That undoubtedly is a shortcoming. But the state of the law does not provide a sufficiently solid basis for further elaboration. However, the advantage of the draft is that it is unambiguous about the reduction obligations of enterprises in APQ countries.

Draft II, submitted by Michael Gerrard, was supported by most of the members present in Oslo. It was quoted above.

The obligation to “use all practicable means to reduce them through increased energy efficiency and greater use of zero- and low-carbon fuel sources” was challenged for various reasons:286

* it seemingly presupposes that this is the most appropriate way to achieve the global level of reductions needed to avoid passing the tipping point. That view was challenged because our group does not have the expertise to determine the level of global reductions needed;
* “practicable” is too vague. It seems to suggest that all available options should be effectuated. That may be(come) unavoidable, but it is open to debate whether we have already reached that stage;
* it would have rather unattractive consequences. A wealthy enterprise, for example, would be under an obligation to realise much higher reductions, compared with an enterprise that suffers major losses and that cannot afford to reduce its GHG emissions. The submission would be even less attractive if the former enterprise, unlike the latter, would already have curbed its GHG emissions significantly to the point they are substantially below the level of its competitors.
* even if one accepts, as a rule of thumb, that enterprises all over the globe have the same or largely similar reduction obligations, exceptions might apply in appropriate circumstances. This may be the case in relation to enterprises in (the most) vulnerable

286 Primarily by Thomas Pogge, Jim Silk, Jaap Spier and Philip Sutherland.
low GHG-emitting countries manufacturing (non luxury) goods for the local market and if and to the extent alternatives are, in light of the local circumstances, not available at a price that is affordable; 287
* the submission in point seems to undermine the very essence of the common but differentiated responsibilities concept. We all endorse Principle 14, the concept of common but differentiated responsibilities: the most vulnerable countries do not have the same reduction obligations as (more) developed countries or do not even have reduction obligations at all. 288 If local enterprises in the former group of countries would have the same or similar reduction obligations as enterprises in developed countries, this would mean that the GHG emissions in the most vulnerable countries would have to be reduced (quite significantly), despite the fact that these countries would not be subject to reduction obligations. The reason why the most vulnerable countries do not have or only have limited reduction obligations is to protect their poor population. This goal cannot be achieved if a major part of society and probably the major emitters would have to reduce their GHG emissions.

Besides, it is unclear what enterprises are expected to undertake in relation to their supply chains and the end users of their goods and services. 289 All members fully agree that a lot would be gained if enterprises would encourage their supply chains to reduce their GHG emissions, but the dissenters wonder whether there is a legal obligation to do so. Even if there would be such an obligation, the extent of the reductions required from the “supply chain” would be rather unclear.

---

287 We realise that this is a delicate issue, in particular the production of luxury goods. The counter-argument that a firm in a vulnerable country would be allowed to produce luxury goods, thereby contributing to the ability of the local population to purchase necessary goods which otherwise would be beyond their needs, undoubtedly has merit. For that reason, we have opted for a cautious “may”.

288 Except those enumerated in Principles 7 - 9.

289 Michael Gerrard emphasises that allowing facilities in below-quantum countries to escape GHG control obligations would invite a massive race to the bottom. Just about every kind of manufacturing operation that faced large GHG control expenses would move to a place where it could avoid those expenses, greatly frustrating global GHG reduction efforts (and also leading to environmental degradation of many kinds in the receiving countries).
The draft (II) suggests that enterprises are only allowed to put (the most) energy-efficient products on the market. That submission, too, is sympathetic, but not all members are convinced that there is a legal underpinning for the submission. In their view, the submissions seem also unbalanced. For instance, they wonder whether it is justified to put so much emphasis on energy-consuming products. In their view, it could also be argued that, for example, travelling, air conditioning or building of large houses should be restricted or even forbidden.290

After further discussion, it appeared that the “practicability” obligation was meant by Michael Gerrard as a practical291 and desirable means to arrive at the global reductions.

Our group has arrived at the conclusion that we cannot reach full agreement on the mitigation obligations of enterprises. All of us believe that enterprises have reduction obligations to the extent set forth in Principles 7 - 9.

We are also in agreement that enterprises have additional reduction obligations. The obligations of most enterprises, by and large, may be commensurate with the reductions required by Principle 6. Opinions diverge as to qualifications, either for enterprises in “developing countries” or more fundamentally for specific categories of enterprises, such as transport companies. Hence, we have to stick to the substantive Principles 7 - 9 and a set of procedural principles set forth in Principles 27 and 28.

**Commentary to Principles 27 - 30**

Principles 27 - 29

Similar “obligations” are found in the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (2011). See, in particular, supra III (Disclosure).292 The same is true for the Equator

---

290 This is not to suggest that these members *advocate* the relevant measures.
291 I.e., able to be done.
Principles, the IFC Environmental, Health and Safety General Guidelines, and the IFC Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability.

Principle 29 is rooted in the OECD Guidelines supra VI (Environment) and IX (Science and Technology). According to para 1 of section VI, enterprises should “endeavour to ensure that their activities are compatible with the science and technology (...) policies and plans of the country in which they operate”.

The independent UN Expert on the issue of human rights obligations relating to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment, John Knox, observes “agreement among the sources reviewed that human rights law imposes certain procedural obligations on States in relation to environmental protection”; among them impact assessments. Impact assessments gain ground. EU directive 2014/52, amending an earlier directive on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment, may serve as an example. The recitals explicitly refer to “environmental issues such as resource efficiency, biodiversity protection, climate change”. They acknowledge that these concerns should “constitute

---

292 See also UNEP, Moving towards a climate neutral UN, 2011 edition and IBA-report, o.c. p. 16, 17 and in quite some detail p. 149ff with detailed information about legislation in several countries. According to A new global partnership, o.c. p. 8, today only 25% of large companies report to shareholders on sustainability practices. In the view of the High-Level Panel, reporting should be commonplace by 2030 (also p. 8).
293 See, in particular, principles 1, 2, 5 and 8. They aim to provide “rules” for financial institutions.
294 Belonging to the World Bank Group.
295 Of April 30, 2007; see p. 18.
296 Effective January 1, 2012; see performance standard 1. See also Sands/Peel, o.c. p. 601ff.
297 A/HRC/25/53 supra 29, with further elaboration in the subsequent paragraphs; see also Preston, Climate change litigation, o.c. supra IV, and Burns H. Weston and Tracy Bach, Recalibrating the Law of Humans with the Law of Nature: Climate Change, Human Rights, and Intergenerational Justice, p. 34.
important elements in assessment and decision-making.” Similar developments occur in other parts of the globe.

**Principle 28**

This principle is inspired by the “stranded assets” approach advocated by Carbon Tracker. This initiative is based on the submission that the imperative to curb global GHG emissions points to an inevitable adverse impact on investments in fossil fuels: an ever higher portion of these fuels will become “unburnable.” By the same token, the related assets get stranded. It must be clear to those that value interests in enterprises in the fossil fuel industry should be accommodated in their valuation of these investments, to prevent future losses. Major investors increasingly are open to these ideas. This principle is based on a very similar concept.

**Principle 30**

The financial risks of climate change for the financial industry are widely acknowledged. This principle builds upon the concepts of Principles 27 and 28. Financial institutions have fiduciary duties to enterprises of which they hold shares and indirectly to their shareholders and enterprises and private persons who have entrusted their money to them. These duties require that these financial institutions do not expose themselves to

---

299 Supra 7 and about climate change art. 3 (c).
300 See, in more detail, Olufeni Elias, Environmental impact assessment, in Fitzmaurice et al., o.c. p. 227ff.
302 See, in more detail, Equator Principles, p. 4; principles 1 and 2: for all projects when emissions are expected to be more than 100,000 tonnes of CO2 equivalent annually, alternative analyses will be conducted to evaluate less GHG-intensive alternatives; p. 6; this means, according to p. 12, “evaluation of technically feasible and cost-effective options.” The EHS Guidelines also aim at “technical and financially feasible opportunities for improvement” (p. 18).
303 See, e.g., Bettina Furrer, Volker Hoffmann and Marion Swoboda, Banking & Climate Change, Opportunities and Risks.
inordinate risks. Hence, they have to consider the GHG footprints of projects they might be willing to finance, in determining the risk of the investment.

**Epilogue**

There is an increasing unease in the air. Ever more people believe that we cannot afford the slow pace of debate, the lack of action and the unwillingness to come to grips with the looming disasters. Our principles explore avenues to contribute to a real change. Legal strategies will not save our planet, but they could contribute to our common goal: to avoid still unnecessary catastrophes.

Our Indian colleague M.C. Mehta explained it eloquently: “When our legal systems become overly technical and convoluted they can stray too far from reality. Lawyers and the courts must see to it that their interpretations of the law adhere to reality as closely as possible. Otherwise, legal systems become rudderless and stray, from that single trajectory, which must be towards justice, into technicalities.”

The U.S. Secretary of State Kerry furthermore contended:

> “But now is the time for voices calling for climate action to get ever louder. Speak out. Make our message echo in every city on Earth. Make this an issue that no public official can ignore another day. (...)

Whether we’re able to address this threat will be a real test of global cooperation – and global leadership. But we couldn’t have a stronger stake in the outcome. (...) Onwards.”

Indeed, onwards.

---


305 In the public interest, Volume I, p. 74.

306 Deleted: “Make a transition toward clean energy – through smart investments – the inevitable, not impossible. (...).”